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Installation of pdfaPilot Desktop or
Server on Mac

Installation on Mac

To install the application, double click the pdfaPilot icon.
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System Check

The package will then check the integrity of the installer.
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Introduction Screen

Please check that your system supports the requirements
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License Dialog

Please read the License agreement
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Agree to the terms of agreement

Click on "Continue" if you wish to accept the terms and and
install the software.
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Installation type

It is possible to Install the Desktop version and the Plugin ver-
sion together or only the Standalone version. If you do not
wish to install the Plugin, click on "Customize" and uncheck
the "Plugin" installation.
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Installation was successful
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Installation of pdfaPilot Desktop or
Server on Windows

Unattended installation

It is also possible to run the installtion without any user inter-
action.

With the additional parameter /S the application will be in-
stalled at the default location on Program Files.

C:\>"C:\Users\Administrator\Desktop\callas pdfaPilot 7.exe" /S

Installation with user interaction

Short Introduction, continue with "Next".
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Please read the License and Support Conditions carefully and
click on "Next" if you agree.
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Now select the components you want to install.

You can install the application on the default location in pro-
gram files, else this can be changed by clicking on "Browse..."
and setting path to the custom location.
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Installation of pdfaPilot is now finished. Clicking on "Finish"
will run pdfaPilot Desktop Standalone.
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Activation and Deactivation of
pdfaPilot

Main application window

To use any callas product on a computer, you need to acti-
vate it first. This is true if you have bought a license key but
also if you want to run the trial software. This article explains
how the normal activation procedure for pdfaPilot Desktop
and DeviceLink Add-on Desktop works and which steps you
have to go through.

Launch the application. You will see the main window with a
blue bar at the top.
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Activation with the Acrobat Plugin

Alternatively go to this sub menu
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1. Activate the full version

If you have bought a license for callas pdfaPilot Desktop,
click on the "Activate full version" button; you will need a
valid license key. You'll need to fill out the window in step 2. If
you simply want to try the product, click on "Activate trial
version". You'll need to fill out the window in step 3.

The activation window appears. Here you have to fill out your
name, company, email address and a valid license key. The
email address is important because it will allow you to re-
ceive the activation file.

When you have filled out your details, click the "Next" but-
ton. You then see the following dialog window.

No internet available

You can check what information is sent to callas by clicking
the “Details” button. You can also use the “Details” button to
get the activation information and manually send it to the
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callas activation server. The information displayed contains
instructions on what you need to do in that case.

Only the complete text block with beginning "@@" is needed
but its also possible to send the full text from the dialog.

2. Request a trial version

The activation server will send you a reply to
your e-mail address

After submitting your details, it will typically take only a few
minutes to receive an email from callas software.

If no response is received or in the event of an error, please
contact support@callassoftware.com to determine the exact
cause.

PlePlease notase note:e:
The Activation.pdf (or the content of the e-mail) can only be
used for activation for 48 hours.
After this timeframe, a new Activation.pdf has to be request-
ed from the activation server.
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3. Insert activation PDF

The email will have an Activation.pdf attached. Simply drag-
and-drop this attachment on top of the activation window
and you'll be all set (dragging-and-dropping is usually safer
than trying to copy and paste).
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After this procedure, your callas pdfaPilot Desktop license
will be activated.

Deactivation

Deactivation

As the activation (and the resulting license file) is bound to
the hardware, it is necessary to deactivate a license on one
machine before an activation takes place on a new machine.

1. Launch the application.
2. Go to "Help > About callas pdfaPilot".
3. Click "Deactivate".
4. Choose the product "callas pdfaPilot (Desktop)".
5. Fill out your email address.
6. Click "Next".
7. Click "Yes".

After the procedure, your callas pdfaPilot Desktop license will
be deactivated.
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NONOTE:TE: The deactivation procedure is the same for DeviceLink
Add-on Desktop (in step 3 you have to select the product
"callas DeviceLink Add-on (Desktop)").
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Multi-user system (Activating addi-
tional users on the same system)

pdfaPilot can be operated by multiple users on the
same computer.

We’ll show you where to copy the license file to in or-
der to allow multiple users to access pdfaPilot.

Copying the license file

pdfaPilot licenses are only bound to a given system, not to
specific users.

The license file can be copied under ActivActivatatee in the User Pref-
erences for the currently active user.

To allow other users to work with this license, you must man-
ually copy the LicLicense.ense.txttxt file into the User Preferences for
the other user.

 The folder path from which the LicLicense.ense.txttxt file can
be retrieved and to which it should be copied is as
follows:

MacOS:MacOS:
/Users/<USERNAME>/Library/Preferences/callas
software/callas pdfaPilot <VERSION>

WindoWindows:ws:
C:\Users\<USERNAME>\AppData\Roaming\callas
software\callas pdfaPilot <VERSION>
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Migrating the pdfaPilot to another
computer (Deactivation)

If you wish to use pdfaPilot on another computer - for
example, because you have acquired a new device -
you must first deactivate the application on the last
computer used.

Open the “About pdfaPilot” menu item

Options to ActivActivatatee and DeDeactivactivatatee pdfaPilot can be found
under the following menu item: About cAbout callas pdfallas pdfaPilotaPilot......
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The “Activate” window

In the Activate window, you can deactivate the pdfaPilot by
clicking DeDeactivactivatatee.
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Deactivating license: Product and email

In the dialog which opens, you can select the softwsoftwarare te to de-o de-
activactivatatee (if you use multiple callas software products) and, if
necessary, change the email addremail addressess to which the confirma-
tion message will be sent.

Click ContinueContinue to start the process.
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Notification and deactivation email

pdfaPilot will report SucSucccessfessfulul DeDeactivactivationation and inform you
that an email cemail confirmationonfirmation has been sent.

This emailemail will also contain a new kkeey cy codeode which you can
use to activate pdfaPilot on another computer.

To learn how to activate pdfaPilot, visit the support article
Activation procedure: callas pdfaPilot Desktop.
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Uninstalling the pdfaPilot Acrobat
plugin

The pdfaPilot plugin can be easily deleted in just a few
steps. We’ll show you where the relevant packages can
be found depending on the operating system and Acro-
bat version.

Removing the pdfaPilot Plugin on MacOS

The pdaPilot plugin for Acrobat can be easily removed by
deleting the pdfpdfaPilot7.acraPilot7.acropluginoplugin package in the callas soft-
ware subfolder in the Plugins directory for Acrobat, under
Mac.

AcrAcrobobat DCat DC

Please note that as of Acrobat DC, Adobe has changed the
folder in which it stores third-party plugins:
/Library/Application Support/Adobe/Acrobat/DC/Plug-ins/
callas software

AcrAcrobobat XI and olderat XI and older

For Acrobat XI and older, meanwhile, the plugin can be found
in the following folder:
/Applications/Adobe Acrobat XI Pro/Adobe Acrobat Pro.app/
Contents/Plug-ins/callas software

Removing the pdfaPilot Plugin on Windows

On WindoWindowsws, the plugin can be found in the subfolder of the
plugin directory for the current AcrAcrobobatat version:
Acrobat\plug_ins\callas software

The folders and files contained within can be identified by
their name, e.g. “pdfaPilot 8”, “pdfaPilot 9”.

Delete them to remove the plugin.
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Change language of user interface
(desktop only)
Normally, pdfaPilot Desktop will launch in the same lan-
guage in which the the operating system is running (or Eng-
lish if the language in which the operating system running is
not supported by pdfaPilot). It is possible to switch the lan-
guage of the user interface to any other language supported
by pdfaPilot Desktop. In order to do so, prpress the Cmd/Cess the Cmd/Ctrltrl
kkeey while launching pdfy while launching pdfaPilotaPilot.

A small dialog will appear, with a popup menu indicating the
codes of the available languages, for example "de" for Ger-
man or "fr" for French.

After selecting the desired language, simply click OK, and
pdfaPilot Desktop will launch in the selected language.
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Using pdfaPilot and Preflight in Ac-
robat Pro parallel

A lot of users want to use the Acrobat Preflight func-
tionality as well as the high number of additional tools
from pdfaPilot simultaneously.
This tutorial explains, how this parallel usage of Acro-
bat Preflight (a development of callas software, which
has been integrated by Adobe as a part of Adobe Acro-
bat Pro since 2003) and callas pdfaPilot works.

Open Acrobat-build-in Preflight

The Preflight functionality in Acrobat Pro can be found using
the "Tools" bar for example or with the shortcut "CMD, Shift +
X" (in MacOS) or "CTRL, Shift + X" (using Windows).
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The Preflight Profiles window

The Profile window lists a number of Profiles, Checks and Fix-
ups. Also a separate "Standards" area gives easy access for
conversion of PDF files into PDF-based ISO standards.

Process a PDF

When a PDF is open, a conversion or analysis can be executed
on that file.

Using Profiles, which only contain checks and/or validation
of standards (and with Checks within the respective group),
only the "Analyze" button is active. When a Profile contains
Fixups and conversions into a PDF standard (and for single
Fixups of course), also kann auch "Analyze and fix" can be
used.
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Result dialog

After processing, the result is shown and can be reviewed.
A click on the "Profiles" tab within this window allows further
processing or analysis.
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pdfaPilot as an Acrobat Pro Plug-In

Using the pdfaPilot installer, a Desktop version and a Plug-In
for Acrobat Pro will become installed (the latter of of course
only if Acrobat Pro is installed on the respective system).

pdfaPilot can be found using the "Plug-Ins" menu or within
the "Tools" sidebar.
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Open the pdfaPilot Profiles window

A click on the "pdfaPilot Profiles" entry opens a window with
a number of predefined Profiles, Checks and Fixups (as well
as ProcessPlans).

You will notice that the Preflight Profile window looks quite
similar to the one of pdfaPilot.
The reason for this is quite simple: Adobe uses technology
from callas software for the Preflight functionality in Acrobat
Pro.

Why using pdfaPilot AND Acrobat Preflight?

There are several functions available in pdfaPilot (Plug-In
and Standalone) only, which are not part of Acrobat Preflight:

• ProcessPlans
• Custon reports (based on HTML-Template)

• SeSevvereral Fixups likal Fixups like:e:
• Place text
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• Place barcode
• Place page number
• Place content (based on HTML-Template)
• Convert colors to n-channel

In general, pdfaPilot has a more frequent update interval
than Acrobat Preflight.
Therefore new features, adjustments and fixes are earlier
available in callas software products.

Running Preflight and pdfaPilot in parallel

You can use Acrobat Preflight and callas pdfaPilot Plug-In in
parallel.

Using pdfaPilot-only features

Using the pdfaPilot Plug-In allows to use pdfaPilot-only fea-
tures like placing custom content using a Fixup.

For example placing a text, a barcode, numbering pages or a
custom content (using a HTML template) as additional con-
tent into the PDF.
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Notifications about available up-
dates

In pdfaPilot Standalone we inform you about available
software updates.
How can you customize these notifications? We will
show you in this tutorial.

Update notification for major versions

As soon as a new major version is available for download, a
notification bar in the main window of the Standalone ver-
sion is shown. This functionality is not available in the Acro-
bat Pro PlugIn.

You can either download this update directly using the
"Download" button or hide this notification using the "X".
When you hide the notification you'll be asked if you want to
be notified with the next start of the software or if you do not
want any information about this update anymore.
These settings can also be set in the preferences (more infor-
mation further down in this tutorial).

Additionally, you can switch to the callas software homepage
for more information about the update.
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Additional information about the installation of
new major versions

New major versions contain a bigger number of new func-
tions as well as significant improvements regarding process-
ing.
Major versions are installed in parallel to existing versions -
so you can continue to use them.

A neA new licw license kense keey is necy is necessaressary fy for neor new major vw major verersions as wsions as wellell
as a neas a new activw activation.ation.
Owners of a valid software maintenance agreement (SMA)
will receive a new keycode from your reseller or integration
partner.
If no SMA exists, you can buy an update on the callas soft-
ware website or at a local reseller. More information is shown
using the "Info" button.

After the first start of the software after the update you'll be
asked if you want to import your settings (e.g. own Profiles,
ProcessPlans, Checks and Fixups) into the new version.

Please note: Profiles or Libraries exported from new major
versions cannot be imported in older software versions.
Profiles or Libraries from older versions can be imported into
newer versions of course.
If you want to have the possibility to switch back to a previ-
ous version, we recommend a backup of your Profiles.
More information about this feature in "Export Libraries" fur-
ther down.

Update notification for minor versions
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As soon as a new minor version is available for download, a
notification bar in the main window of the Standalone ver-
sion is shown. This functionality is not available in the Acro-
bat Pro PlugIn.

Minor versions are software updates, which not only contain
bugfixes and performance improvements but also new func-
tions.
User of the respective major version of the Desktop software
can update free of charge. User of the Server/CLI version
needs to have a valid SMA.

You can either download the version using the "Download"
button or hide the notication with the "X" button.
In case you hide the notification, you can choose if you want
a reminder at the next software start or if you want to skip
this version update.
These settings can also be defined in the preferences of the
software (more about this feature later in this tutorial).

Additional information about the installation of
new minor versions

New minor versions can offer new Checks and Fixups as well
as new settings for existing Checks and Fixups.
Sometimes also new, predefined Profiles, Checks and Fixups
are contained (can easily be identified by a suffix behind the
name - e.g. "v6.3").

Therefore it is not possible in most cases, to switch back to a
previous minor version (e.g. from version 6.3 back to 6.2). In-
tensive internal regression tests ensure that a customer
should not have any problem with an update.
If you want to keep the possibility to switch back to a previ-
ous minor version, we recommend a backup of our Profiles.
More information in the chapter "Export Libraries".
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Manual check for new updates

In the "Help" menu you'll find "Check for updates", which will
check for the latest available versions.

Go to the update check in the preferences

Using the menu bar, you can open the software preferences.
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Configure the update check in the preferences

In the "General" tab in the preferences, you can easily define
if the software shall check for updates. And if yes: whether it
should happen for major versions, minor versions or both.
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Export Libraries

You can Backup your set of Profiles using the Profiles win-
dow, options button in the upper right corner, "Export Li-
brary". This will save your Library into an external file.
If you have more Libraries, each Library must be saved sepa-
rately.

An exported Library will be stored into the selected folder.
You can either import this Library on another computer or
use this backup for an import later.
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Update path to pdfaPilot CLI in
Switch when installing new version
of pdfaPilot

Using callas pdfaPilot Server / CLI in Enfocus
Switch

When using pdfaPilot in the Enfocus Switch workflow system
pdfaPilot Server/CLI has to be installed on that system.

When an existing version pdfaPilot is updated, Switch won't
automatically update the path to the pdfaPilot Server/CLI ap-
plication.

In order to adjust the path, you have to select the pdfaPilot
Configurator element and click on "Set path to application...".
Then, set the path to the CLI Version in the file system dialog
shown.
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Run as a Service (Windows)

Start as a server, dispatcher or satellite

The callas pdfaPilot Services application is only available for
Windows at the moment.

Installation

1. Ensure there is an installation of callas pdfaPilot Server/CLI
on the system and the application has been activated suc-
cessfully.

2. A special executable, which is needed to run pdfaPilot as a
service, is located in /cli/var/Service.

Copy the executable into the subfolder "/cli" of the applica-
tion folder of the server installation.

3. To install, the following command has to be executed on
the command line:

pdfaPilotService.exe --install

Please confirm the security question of Windows if shown.

4. Open the "Services dialog" of Windows. This dialog can
easily opened by typing the following string into the search
field of the Windows start menu or use the following com-
mand on the command line:

Services.msc

5. There should show up 3 new services:

• callas pdfaPilot Server
• callas pdfaPilot Satellite
• callas pdfaPilot Dispatcher
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6. Select "pdfaPilot Server" and use the right-click menu item
"Action" [or "Properties" depending on the Windows-version]
in order to use this service and set in "General" the "Startup
Type" to "Automatic" or "Manual".

When "Automatic" is choosen, every started job will continue
processing, even when no user is logged on the system. It will
even start processing, when the operating system is started.

When using "Automatic", also user details have to be entered
into the "Log On" tab.

It must be ensured, that all folders used in the jobsettings
can be accessed by the defined user (especially when net-
work paths shall be used by the job).

Configuration of a job

Now a job can be configured using the ServerUI, which can
be accessed using the Standalone version (Menu: Tools -
Server).

When a job is started, pdfaPilot Standalone can be closed.
The services apllication ensures, that the processing will con-
tinue even when the user is logging off.
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Access by remote

It is possible to connect to a Server running as a service by re-
mote via the local network.

Start pdfaPilot standalone, select menu: "Tools" - "Server"
and choose

"Connect with remote server".

Enter the IP of the remote server where the service is run-
ning.

After connecting all jobs on the remote server are shown and
can be started, stopped or even modified. (Hotfolder paths of
any server jobs (IN, OUT, etc.) have to be configured so that
they are valid from the service's perspective (the system
where the service is running) - and not from the perspective
of the controlling standalone application.)

Troubleshooting

If network paths are used for processing jobs, the user should
have sufficient rights to access them.

There may be special requirements for converting Office files
to PDF when using pdfaPilot as a service. Check
http://www.callassoftware.com/goto/tbx_ENU_topdf for the
latest details.

Note: In general it is recommended to grant the respective
service user administrator privileges. If this level of rights can
not set due to internal regulations, some additional settings
within the operating system are recommended. Additional
settings with limited user rights
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Create a Daemon using Mac

Other than a Service using Windows, a so-called Daemon us-
ing Mac can either be started when a User is logged in or (al-
ternatively) when the system is started:

Copy the attached plist file to the following location:

/Library/LaunchAgents

(for run at Login)

or to

/Library/LaunchDaemons

(for run at Boot)

The agent will be activated with the follwing call:

Terminal:
launchctl load /Library/LaunchAgents/com.callassoftware.pdfapilotserver.agent.plist

Using the following call, the agent can be deactivated:

Terminal:

launchctl unload /Library/LaunchAgents/com.callassoftware.pdfapilotserver.agent.plist

If a Server-Job is active, this Job will start as soon as the
sytem is started and files in the respective hot folders will be
processed.

com.callassoftware.pdfapilotserver.agent.plist
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Create a Daemon using Linux

This ReadMe as well as the template to install a Daemon us-
ing Linux can also be found inside the installation package in
the following folder:

etc/systemd

systemd pap service usage/installation example

note: Requires root permissions

note: the systemd specific privprivatateeTTempemp setting *must not* be
used inside the service description

note: the whole <install_dir> path including all higher level
directories need to have at least read-and-execute permis-
sions

Recommendation: unpack the installer below a non-
userspecific directory (such as e.g. /opt)

note: a --cachefolder option *must* be used, *even* if the
user executing the service actually has a home directory

note: the <install_dir> must be owned by the user executing
the service. For example if /opt/callas/pdfaPilot-CLI is used
as <install_dir>, then the appropriate chown command
would be

sudo chown -R nobody:daemon /opt/callas/pdfaPilot-CLI

note: the same applies to the cachefolder.

HOHOWTWTO:O:

(1) cp systemd.pap.service.template to pap.service (locally)

ReadMe_systemd_ptb_service_template.txt

systemd.ptb.service.template
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(2) edit pap.service and adjust the given path specs (e.g. IN-
STALL_DIR --> real installation directory)

(3) setup a cache folder (note: must be owned/writable by
the executing user, e.g. by running 'sudo chown no-
body:daemon <given_cache_folder>')

(4) copy the service description to the systemd service direc-
tory

sudo cp pap.service to /lib/systemd/system

note: /lib/systemd/system/pap.service must be a regular file
and *not* a symbolic link

note: 'sudo systemctl daemon-reload' is needed whenever
/lib/systemd/system/pap.service is changed

(5) check if the service is working as expected ...

sudo systemctl daemon-reload
sudo systemctl start pap
systemctl status pap

sudo systemctl stop pap
systemctl status pap

sudo systemctl restart pap
systemctl status pap

(6) when everyting is working as excpected ...

(7) set pap service to auto start on reboot

sudo systemctl enable pap

now, when the system reboots next time it will automatically
also start the pdfaPilot in --server mode.

(8) to disable the pap service on next reboot...

sudo systemctl disable pap
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callas pdfaPilot - First
steps
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Analyzing and converting files using
“PDF/A in one click”

Validating and creating PDF/A files is incredibly easy
with pdfaPilot. Open the “PDF/A in one click” dialog to
do exactly what it says: convert files to PDF/A or vali-
date them with a single click.

Opening “PDF/A in one click”

“PDF/A in one click” is opened differently depending on
whether you are using pdfaPilot as a standalone solution or
as an Acrobat plug-in.

Starting “PDF/A in one click” in the standalone
pdfaPilot
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You can open PDFPDF/A in one click/A in one click by opening TTools > PDFools > PDF/A in/A in
one clickone click in the menu.

Alternately, you can use the keyboard shortcut Cmd+3Cmd+3.

Opening “PDF/A in one click” in the pdfaPilot Acrobat
plug-in

In Acrobat, you can access pdfaPilot’s PDFPDF/A in one click/A in one click func-
tion via Plug-Ins > pdfPlug-Ins > pdfaPilot <vaPilot <verersion number>sion number> in the menu.
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The PDFPDF/A in one click/A in one click window will then be displayed.

Case 1: The validated PDF file is PDF/A compliant

Open a PDF file in pdfaPilot.

At the bottom of the file window, you will immediately be
shown a notification if the current PDF document is a PDF/A
document.

Here, pdfaPilot is reporting that the PDF document has been
identified as a PDFPDF/A-1b/A-1b file.

The following test will inspect the file thoroughly.
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1. The lower section of the dialog shows general file infor-
mation as well as its PDF/A status. The current file has not
yet been verified.

2. If you want to find out whether your file already complies
with the PDF/A standard, click “Check for PDF/A...”
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If the PDF file is checked and found to be PDF/A-compliant,
pdfaPilot will report this in the window that opens.

1. A green check mark indicates that the PDF/A check re-
turned a positive result.

2. pdfaPilot will also inform you of the document’s PDF/A
level.

Case 2: The validated PDF file is not PDF/A
compliant

If the file features any properties which are not permitted un-
der PDF/A, these will be indicated in a brief overview at the
end of the validation process.
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Click on an entry in the list to see the details of the problems
that have been found.
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These types of PDF files can usually be converted to PDF/A.

The preset level is PDF/A-b.

This can be changed in the Preferences menu.

Most problems can be easily solved by clicking on the Con-Con-
vvert tert to PDFo PDF/A-1b/A-1b button towards the bottom of the window..
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A dialog will appear, allowing you to enter a namename and locloca-a-
tiontion for the newly created PDF file.
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1. A message will appear informing you that the file was suc-
cessfully converted.

2. You can check the box at the bottom to prevent the mes-
sage from being shown again.
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Preferences

The Preferences dialog offers level-of-detail settings
for customizing power-tool results, lets you specify
how to highlight problems when generating a report,
and provides an editor for creating and adjusting out-
put conditions (OutputIntents). It also allows you to
specify the PDF/A level to which PDF files will be con-
verted if they fail to pass the initial check.

General

1. You can limit the maximum number of results to show per
page or per document.

2. The level of detail when displaying results can be cus-
tomized.

3. You can choose whether or not to check for updates.
4. You can also empty the font cache and reset all warnings

within pdfaPilot.
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OutputIntents

Here you can create, edit or export OutputIntents (output
conditions) as well as extracting ICC profiles.
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Highlighting

This tab lets you specify the color and style for highlighted
objects within a PDF document or the transparent masks in a
PDF mask report.

PDF/A in one click

1. This window lets you set the desirdesired PDFed PDF/A st/A standarandardd as
well as other detailed conversion settings when using the
“PDF/A in one click” function.

2. The next section in this tab deals with fonts and font sub-
stitution.

3. You can also choose which steps to take if regular conver-
sion to PDF/A fails (Re-convert via PostScript, Convert all
pages with problems into images, Convert all pages into
images.)
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Server

This tab lets you configure the settings for the server version
of pdfaPilot.
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The Switchboard: An overview

As well as the automatic Fixups applied by pdfaPilot
when converting files to PDF/A, the software also offers
a wide range of other actions for manipulating a PDF
file. Many of these can be accessed via the Switch-
board.

In pdfaPilot’s standalone edition, you can open the Switch-
board via TTools > Switools > Switchbochboarardd in the menumenu or use the key-
board shortcut Cmd+2Cmd+2 (Windows: Ctrl+2).

If you are using pdfaPilot as an Acrobat plug-in, open the
switchboard via Plug-Ins > pdfPlug-Ins > pdfaPilot <vaPilot <verersion number>sion number>
SwitSwitchbochboarardd.
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The pdfaPilot SwitSwitchbochboarardd window will be displayed.

The Switchboard - Structure

The Switchboard has a very simple, clear user interface, let-
ting you get straight to work.

1. The arrow button will always take you back to the previ-
ous section.
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2. The home symbol opens the main window.
3. The central drop-down menu at the top lets you choose

between a range of libraries (such as PDF standards and
Prepress.)

4. The magnifying glass opens the search tool for when you
want to find a specific Action by name.

5. The button in the top right can be used to manage li-
braries.

6. The main section contains the various groups for different
types of tasks.

The groups

The main window shows the various grgroupsoups of Actions.

Each group, in turn, contains a range of ActionsActions. These can be
accessed by clicking on the group's symbol.

“PDF/A & PDF/UA” group
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The Actions in this group are used to convert and optimize
the PDFPDF/A/A (long-term archiving) and PDFPDF/U/UAA (universally ac-
cessible PDF) standards.

“Embedded files” group

The Embedded filesEmbedded files group offers a range of Actions for em-
bedding and extracting files.
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“Office” group

The actions in the OfficOfficee group let you convert Office files and
emails into PDF/A format.
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“Explore” group

The ExplorExploree group provides a range of actions used to create
different types of reports based on your files. Other actions
involve layers and comments.
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“Document” group

The DocumentDocument group includes Actions used to change the
properties of a document.
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“Pages” group

The PPagageses group provides Actions used to change the page
layout or order.
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“Arrange” group

The ArrArrangangee group contains Actions used for imposition.
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“Decorate” group

The DecDecororatatee group contains Actions used to add additional
content to PDF files.
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“Tagged PDF” group

The TTaggagged PDFed PDF group provides Actions for exporting other
file formats from structured PDFs or for optimizing structured
PDFs.
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“Metadata” group

The MeMettadatadataa group includes Actions used to work with XMP
metadata.
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“Get in touch” group

The GeGet in tt in touchouch group provides Actions used to contact
callas support, report bugs or suggest improvements. It also
provides access to various tutorials.
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“Workspace” group

The WorkspWorkspacacee group lets you collect your most frequently
used Actions together in one place.
To add a Switchboard Action to the Workspace, click on the
menu located in the bottom-left corner of the Action window.

An example of an action in use: Create Booklet

Click on an Action to open the relevant settings used to exe-
cute the Action.
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Example: In the ArrArrangangee group, you will find the BookleBooklett Ac-
tion, which you can use to turn a multi-page file into a book-
let.

You can specify the set size and the horizontal/vertical offset,
as well as specifying whether cut marks should be added to
each resulting page.
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Switchboard: PDF/A & PDF/UA
The Actions in the PDFPDF/A & PDF/A & PDF/U/UAA group are used to convert
and optimize the PDFPDF/A/A (long-term archiving) and PDFPDF//
UUAA (universally accessible PDF) standards.

The “PDF/A” Action

The PDFPDF/A/A Action lets you convert PDF files to PDF/A in line
with your desired compliance level.
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In pdfpdfaPilot staPilot standaloneandalone, open the switchboard via TTools >ools >
SwitSwitchbochboarardd in the menu or use the keyboard shortcut
Cmd+2Cmd+2.

If you are using pdfaPilot as an Acrobat plug-in, you can open
the switchboard via Plug-Ins > pdfPlug-Ins > pdfaPilot <vaPilot <verersion number>sion number>
SwitSwitchbochboarardd.
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1. Under LLeevvelel, you can specify the compliance level of the
PDF/A file to be created. The effects of each setting are
shown in brackets after the name.

2. The If rIf reegular cgular convonverersion fsion failsails section offers a number of
alternatives for processing (RRee-c-convonvert via Pert via PostScriptostScript;;
ConvConvert pert pagages with pres with problems intoblems into imago images; Conves; Convert allert all
ppagages intes into imago imageses.)

• If pages are to be converted into images, the desired
ImagImage re resolutionesolution can also be set in ppi.

• When converting pages into images, the program au-
tomatically generates an invisible text copy (where
possible) to ensure that the PDF remains searchable.

3. Click ExExecutecutee to convert the current PDF document using
the specified settings.

4. Click BatBatchch to process batches of PDF files within a single
folder using the specified settings.

The “Office to PDF/A” Action

pdfaPilot also allows you to convert Office documents to
PDF/A.
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1. Under OfficOffice documente document, select the desired file by clicking
BrBroowsewse and using Finder or Explorer to locate the file.

2. Under LLeevvelel, you can specify the compliance level of the
PDF/A file to be created. The effects of each setting are
shown in brackets after the name.

3. The Embed sourEmbed sourcce file optione file option is available when convert-
ing to PDF/A-33. This means that the original Office docu-
ment will be embedded into the PDF/A-3 file.

4. Click ExExecutecutee to convert the current PDF document using
the specified settings. A SavSavee dialog will ask you to enter
the name and storage location for the new file.

5. Click BatBatchch to process batches of Office files within a sin-
gle selectable folder using the specified settings.
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Switchboard: Embedded files - Cre-
ate file package

Acting like containers, PDFs of version 1.7 and above
can contain embedded files.

PDF/A-2 allows you to embed other PDF files; PDF/A-3
allows you to embed (source) files in other formats
such as Office documents.

The Embedded filesEmbedded files group lets you create file packages, em-
bed files and extract files.

Embedded filesEmbedded files are of interest for fields such as digital invoic-
ing (ZZUGFUGFeRDeRD).
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Open the Switchboard

In pdfpdfaPilot staPilot standaloneandalone, open the switchboard via TTools >ools >
SwitSwitchbochboarardd in the menu or use the keyboard shortcut
Cmd+2Cmd+2.

If you are using pdfaPilot as an Acrobat plug-in, you can open
the switchboard via Plug-Ins > pdfPlug-Ins > pdfaPilot <vaPilot <verersion number>sion number>
SwitSwitchbochboarardd.

The “Create file package” Action

The CrCreeatate file pe file packackagagee Action lets you create PDF and PDF/A
files which in turn act as containers for additional files.
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Click CrCreeatate file pe file packackagagee to open a settings dialog.
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1. Two options are available under IndeIndex px pagage laye layoutout: Clas-Clas-
sic laysic layoutout and UUserser-defined lay-defined layoutout.

2. Under PDFPDF/A c/A compompatibilityatibility, you can select the desired
PDF or PDF/A version.

3. The RRelationshipelationship can only be set if you have selected PDF/
A-3-level compatibility above. The options here are:
Source, Data, Alternative, Attachment or Unknown.
This defines the embedded file's “relationship” with the
primary document.

4. The output file can be set under Select fSelect folderolder by clicking
BrBroowsewse.

5. Click ExExecutecutee to start the conversion process.
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Switchboard: Office/E-mail to PDF

To allow you to save emails in PDF format, pdfaPilot of-
fers a range of options for converting text and attach-
ments into a “standard” PDF or the long-term archiv-
ing format PDF/A.

A wide range of settings are available for managing
text and attachments.
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Open the Switchboard

In pdfpdfaPilot staPilot standaloneandalone, open the switchboard via TTools >ools >
SwitSwitchbochboarardd in the menu or use the keyboard shortcut
Cmd+2Cmd+2.

If you are using pdfaPilot as an Acrobat plug-in, you can open
the switchboard via Plug-Ins > pdfPlug-Ins > pdfaPilot <vaPilot <verersion number>sion number>
SwitSwitchbochboarardd.
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The “E-mail to PDF” Action

The “E-mail to PDF” action is part of the “Office” group.

Click on the E-mail tE-mail to PDFo PDF symbol to open the settings win-
dow:
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Settings

1. You can select an E-mail documentE-mail document to process by clicking
“Browse” and selecting an email file from the window
that opens.

2. The UUse Tse Templatemplatee section lets you select the appropriate
version for the email program used (Apple Mail, Basic,
Outlook or Thunderbird)

3. pdfaPilot offers a range of options under ConvConvert tert too. The
basic choice is between converting to PDFPDF or PDFPDF/A/A. The
list also offers a range of options for handling atthandling attach-ach-
mentsments (as original / PDF / PDF/A / additional PDF pages).

4. The check box lets you specify whether to embed theembed the
original email fileoriginal email file.

5. Click ExExecutecutee to start the conversion process.
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Result

1. pdfaPilot will then report that prprococessing is cessing is compleomplettee.
2. The resulting PDF or PDF/A file will then be shown in the

file windofile windoww.

The “E-mail to PDF” Action for batch processing

The E-mail tE-mail to PDFo PDF Action can also be used for batch process-
ing.
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To do so, click on the BatBatchch button after applying the settings
in the Action window.
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1. The batch processing dialog allows you to select the fold-
er containing the files to be processed.

2. Once this is done, click StStartart.

The resulting files will be stored in a folder named SucSucccessfessfulul,
located in a timesttimestampedamped sub-folder in the original files’ di-
rectory.
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Switchboard: Document – Overlay
The OvOverlayerlay action in the DocumentDocument group lets you place
content on a PDF document page similarly to a stamp.

pdfaPilot provides a number of standard overlays, but the
user can also apply their own overlays (as long as they are in
PDF format).
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Open the Switchboard

In pdfpdfaPilot staPilot standaloneandalone, open the switchboard via TTools >ools >
SwitSwitchbochboarardd in the menu or use the keyboard shortcut
Cmd+2Cmd+2.

If you are using pdfaPilot as an Acrobat plug-in, you can open
the switchboard via Plug-Ins > pdfPlug-Ins > pdfaPilot <vaPilot <verersion number>sion number>
SwitSwitchbochboarardd.
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The “Overlay” Action

The OvOverlayerlay Action is a part of the DocumentDocument group.

Click on the OvOverlayerlay symbol to open the settings window:
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1. The Apply oApply ovverlayerlay menu provides a range of templates to
choose from, including Declined, AcDeclined, Accceptepted, Dred, Draftaft and oth-
ers.

2. The PPositionosition menu lets you specify where on the page to
place the overlay (such as TTop leftop left, Cent, Centerer or BottBottomom
rightright.)

3. To make fine adjustments to the positioning, use the Hor-Hor-
izizontontal offal offsesett and VVerticertical offal offsesett settings. The units can be
specified in mm, inchesmm, inches or ptpt.

4. Click ExExecutecutee to start processing the current PDF docu-
ment.
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Result

1. The oovverlayerlay is placed on the PDF page.
2. pdfaPilot will report that prprococessing is cessing is compleomplettee.

Running the “Overlay” Action in batch
processing mode

The OvOverlayerlay Action can also be used for batch processing.
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To do so, click on the BatBatchch button after applying the settings
in the Action window.
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1. The batch processing dialog allows you to select the fold-
er containing the files to be processed.

2. Once this is done, click StStartart.

The resulting files will be stored in a folder named SucSucccessfessfulul,
located in a timesttimestampedamped sub-folder in the original files’ di-
rectory.
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Using your own overlays

The button at the bottom left lets you ManagManage oe ovverlayserlays.
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Here, you can add your own templates.
These must be in PDF format and have a transparent back-
ground.
The user-specific templates will then be shown in the ApplyApply
oovverlayerlay list next time you launch the Switchboard Action.
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Switchboard: Pages - Scale and en-
large

pdfaPilot’s Pages Group offers a range of options for
scaling page content and enlarging page regions.

This article will provide a brief overview of these Ac-
tions.

Numerous scscalingaling Actions can be found under the PPagageses
group.
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“Scale to format” Action

The ScScale tale to fo formatormat Action offers the following options:

1. The Fit tFit too menu provides an extensive list of international
standard formats to choose from.

2. The AdjustmentAdjustment menu provides a range of ways to com-
pare the page content against the page, in case the origi-
nal document’s height-width ratio is different from that of
the document to be created.

Click the ExExecutecutee button to begin processing.
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Effect of the “Scale to format” Action

ExExample: DIN A4 tample: DIN A4 to DIN A5:o DIN A5:

1. The input document measures 21 x 29.7 cm21 x 29.7 cm = DIN A4 for-
mat. The dimensions are shown at the bottom left of
pdfaPilot's document window.

2. In this case, the target size under Fit tFit too is DIN A5.DIN A5.
3. We have set the Adjustment to Fit frFit from insideom inside (which in

this case is irrelevant for an A4 to A5 conversion, since the
ratio remains the same.)

4. The converted PDF document measures 14.8 x 21 cm14.8 x 21 cm =
DIN A5.
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“Scale by percent” Action

The ScScale bale by pery perccentent Action is intended for use when working
with target page sizes which do not correspond to standard
formats such as A4 or Letter. The following options are avail-
able:

1. The ScScale tale too field lets you enter the desired percentage.
2. Click the ExExecutecutee button to begin processing.
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Effect of the “Scale by percent” Action

ExExample: Scample: Scaling baling by 75 pery 75 perccentent::

1. The input document measures 21 x 29.7 cm21 x 29.7 cm = DIN A4 for-
mat. The dimensions are shown at the bottom left of
pdfaPilot's document window.

2. Here, the ScScale tale too value is set to 75%75%.
3. The converted PDF document measures 15.75 x 22.27 cm15.75 x 22.27 cm

= 75 percent.
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“Scale page format only” Action

The ScScale pale pagage fe format onlyormat only Action adjusts the page dimen-
sions without changing the page’s content. The following op-
tions are available:

1. The ScScale tale too field lets you enter the desired percentage.
2. Under RRelativelative te too, you can specify which point will be

used as a reference for scaling (each corner, each edge or
the center.)

3. Click the ExExecutecutee button to begin processing.
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Effect of the “Scale page format only” Action

ExExample: Scample: Scaling baling by 150 pery 150 perccentent::

1. The input document is in DIN A4DIN A4 format.
2. Here, the ScScale tale too value is set to 150%150%.
3. RRelativelative te too has been set to BottBottomom.
4. The converted PDF document measures 31.50 x 44.55 cm31.50 x 44.55 cm

= 150 percent. The original page content has not been
scaled; instead, white space has been added relative to
the reference point.
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“Scale page content only” Action

The ScScale pale pagage ce contontent onlyent only Action adjusts the page content
without changing the page’s dimensions. The following op-
tions are available:

1. The ScScale tale too field lets you enter the desired percentage.
2. Under RRelativelative te too, you can specify which point will be

used as a reference for scaling (each corner, each edge or
the center.)

3. Click the ExExecutecutee button to begin processing.
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Effect of the “Scale page content only” Action

ExExample: Scample: Scaling baling by 75 pery 75 perccentent::

1. The input document is in DIN A4DIN A4 format.
2. Here, the ScScale tale too value is set to 75%75%.
3. RRelativelative te too is set to CentCenter of per of pagagee.
4. The converted PDF document remains in DIN A5 format.

The page content has been scaled by 75 percent relative
to the ccententer of the per of the pagagee.
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“Enlarge” Action

The EnlarEnlarggee Action individually add white space to each
edge of the page:

1. The EnlarEnlargge the pe the pagage are areea ba byy field lets you enter the de-
sired value in mm, inchesmm, inches or ptpt.

2. Under RRelativelative te too, you can specify which point will be
used as a reference for scaling (leftleft, t, topop, right, right or bottbottomom.)

3. Click the ExExecutecutee button to begin processing.
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Effect of the “Enlarge” Action

ExExample: Adding 50 mm tample: Adding 50 mm to the left edgo the left edge:e:

1. The input document is in DIN A4DIN A4 format.
2. The value under EnlarEnlargge the pe the pagage are areea ba byy has been set to

50 mm50 mm.
3. It is being added on the left sideon the left side.
4. The converted PDF document now has an extra 50 mm of

space on the left side.
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Create Booklet

In the “Arrange” category, you will find the “Booklet”
Action, which you can use to turn a multi-page file into
a booklet.

You can specify the set size and the horizontal/vertical
offset, as well as specifying whether cut marks should
be added to each resulting page.

PDF consisting of individual pages

The input document consists of a number of individual
pages. In this example, we will use the pdfToolbox manual.

Call up the Booklet Action

After selecting the “Booklet” Action from the Switchboard,
the parameters mentioned above will be shown.
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Here, you must most importantly set the desired sheet size
for the finished brochure, as well as defining its orientation.

Results with double-sided pages

The parameters shown in the screenshot above will produce
the following result when executed. This is designed for
double-sided printing with saddle stitching.
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Switchboard: Arrange – Reader
spreads/Split in half

The Arrange group provides a range of Actions used to
impose files.

Lorem_Ipsum_8p_spread.pdf

Lorem_Ipsum_8p.pdf
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Open the Switchboard

In pdfpdfaPilot staPilot standaloneandalone, open the switchboard via TTools >ools >
SwitSwitchbochboarardd in the menu or use the keyboard shortcut
Cmd+2Cmd+2.

If you are using pdfaPilot as an Acrobat plug-in, you can open
the switchboard via Plug-Ins > pdfPlug-Ins > pdfaPilot <vaPilot <verersion number>sion number>
SwitSwitchbochboarardd.
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The “Reader spreads” Action

The “Reader spreads” Action turns two individual pages into
one print sheet. The following settings are available:

1. The SheeSheet sizt sizee can be set to Minimal sizMinimal sizee or one of the
many ststandarandard pd pagage size sizeses.

2. You can also choose between horizhorizontontalal and vverticerticalal page
alignment.

3. Values for horizhorizontontalal and/or vverticertical offal offsesett can be given in
mm, inchesmm, inches or ptpt in the fields provided.

4. If the original document has a title ptitle pagagee, this can be ac-
counted for by checking the corresponding box.

5. Click ExExecutecutee to start processing the current PDF docu-
ment.
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Result

1. The input document is 8 p8 pagageses in DIN A4DIN A4 size.
2. The output document is 4 p4 pagageses in DIN A3DIN A3 size.
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The “Split in half” Action

The Split in halfSplit in half action works in reverse, turning one print
sheet into two individual pages. No further settings are re-
quired for this process.

1. Click ExExecutecutee to start processing the current PDF docu-
ment.
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Result

1. The input document is 4 p4 pagageses in DIN A3DIN A3 size.
2. The output document is 8 p8 pagageses in DIN A4DIN A4 size.
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Batch processing:

 Both of these Actions can be processed in batches
using the BatBatch...ch... button, allowing you to process
multiple PDF files within a selected folder.
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Switchboard: Tagged PDF – HTML ex-
port

PDF files structured using so-called tags can be export-
ed to other structured file formats. These include HTML
and EPUB.

How can I tell whether a PDF document has a
structure?

pdfaPilot will show a symbolsymbol in the file window to indicate
whether a PDF file is tagged (i.e. whether it has a structure.)

Lorem_Ipsum_tagged.pdf
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The “Tagged PDF” Group

The TTaggagged PDFed PDF Switchboard Group contains a number of Ac-
tions relating to tagged PDF files and structures.

One action in this Group is named HTML ExportHTML Export.

The HTML Export Action

“HTML Export” converts a tagged file to HTML and opens it in
your default browser.

1. The HTML tHTML templatemplatee option lets you choose a template
from a list (Simple, Easy tSimple, Easy to ro reead, Structad, Structurure te tagsags and oth-
ers.)

2. Among other things, the Action buttAction buttonon allows you to
managmanage HTML te HTML templatemplateses. This also lets you use your own
templates.

3. The BatBatchch button lets you apply the HTML export process
to entire folders if required.

4. Click the ExExecutecutee button to start HTML export.
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After the HTML export process starts, a SavSavee dialog will open
where you can provide a name and a location for the export-
ed file.

Result

Following HTML export, the output file will be automatically
opened in your default browser.
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The example above shows the results using Easy tEasy to ro reeadad and
StructStructurure te tagsags settings.

Customizing templates

You can customize export templates according to your own
requirements. The folder containing the current library’s cur-
rent templates can be found via the menu button at the
bottom-left corner of the Switchboard Action: click “Manage
HTML templates.”
If you have any questions about how to use this feature, our
Support team will be happy to help.
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Switchboard: Metadata – Browse
metadata

PDF documents can contain a variety of metadata.
pdfaPilot allows you to view this information.

The “Browse metadata” Action

Under the MeMettadatadataa group, you will find the BrBroowse mewse mettada-ada-
ttaa Action.

Click on the symbolsymbol to open the Action.
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Click ExExecutecutee to open a new MeMettadatadata Explora Explorerer dialog provid-
ing a complete overview of the metadata in the current docu-
ment.

 The MeMettadatadata Explora Explorerer can also be opened either
using the “Metadata...” menu item in the Acrobat
“File” menu, or using the “Explore Metadata” menu
item in the plugin or the standalone version of the
software.
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The Metadata Explorer

1. As well as the document's XMP meXMP mettadatadataa, the Metadata
Explorer also shows metadata for individual pindividual pagage objectse objects.
It lists all objects, shows a small prpreevievieww and indicates
their position on the page.

2. Metadata can be exported in the form of a configurable
XML rXML reporteport.

A detailed explanation of how to specify XML export settings
can be found here: XMP Metadata Reports.
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Convert entire folder into an archive
PDF

pdfaPilot lets you convert folders containing multiple
PDF files (or other file formats) into an archive PDF us-
ing a simple drag-and-drop process.
This archive PDF will then contain (depending on the
selected conversion type) the files from the folder, in-
cluding all sub-folders.

Select folder containing PDF files

Select the folder containing the desired files and drag it into
the pdfaPilot window.
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Select processing options

A dialog box will open.

A message will appear at the top of the window: A fA folder hasolder has
been drbeen dropped on copped on callas pdfallas pdfaPilotaPilot. Ple. Please choose one of thease choose one of the
ffolloollowing options:wing options:

1. CrCreeatate a dossier:e a dossier: In this case, instead of converting files,
they will all be embedded in their original format. The re-
sulting PDF will be a PDF/A-3 file.

2. CrCreeatate an are an archivchivee, PDF/A-2: Files (and file formats) will be
converted if possible. Files which cannot be converted
will be excluded. The resulting PDF will be a PDF/A-2 file.

3. CrCreeatate an are an archivchivee, PDF/A-3: Files will be converted if pos-
sible. Files which cannot be converted will be embedded
in their original format. The resulting PDF will be a PDF/
A-3 file.

4. CrCreeatate are archivchivee, PDF/A-3, plus source file: Files will be con-
verted to PDF/A-3. Files which cannot be converted will
be embedded. The resulting PDF will be a PDF/A-3 file.
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Files which can be converted to PDF from other formats
will be embedded in addition to the original file.

5. CancCancel:el: Cancel and close the window.

pdfaPilot begins processing. A prprogrogress bess barar reports on the
process.

Result

1. A cover page will show the user a summarsummary of embeddedy of embedded
filesfiles.

2. The Embedded filesEmbedded files will also be shown in a list on the left.
3. At the bottom of the Document window, you will also see

the name of the PDF standard used.
4. The newly created PDF file will be named after the fthe folderolder

that wthat was pras prococessedessed. It will be stored one level up from the
processed folder.
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Organize pages

The Organize Pages action is a flexible and easy-to-use
tool for rearranging (moving, deleting, duplicating or
selecting just a few) pages within a multi-page PDF file.
It is even possible to move or copy pages from one PDF
into another. We’ll show you how you can use this tool.

Switchboard: Pages

The OrOrgganizanize Pe Pagageses action can be found in the SwitSwitchbochboarardd
under the PPagageses group.

Click on the symbol to open the following window:
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1. The OrOrgganizanize Pe Pagageses window provides a brief description
of the action.

2. Click on the RunRun button to open a large overview window
where you can rearrange the pages in the currently open
PDF document. (The Run window will only be active if a
PDF document is open.)
In pdfToolbox Standalone you will find an Organize Pages
entry as well in the Tools menu or you use the keyboard
shortcut (Win: CMD+Shift+M, Mac: Strg+Shift+M).

Tip:Tip: As rreoreorgganizing panizing pagages may also altes may also alter the original docu-er the original docu-
mentment in some cases, it may be necessary to work with a du-du-
plicplicatatee if it is essential to leave the source file in its original
state. Otherwise, when saving the new document, you will
need to make sure that the original is not savnot saveded.
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Window: Organize pages

1. The top part of the OrOrgganizanize Pe Pagageses window shows all
pages within the open document in a row.

2. For documents with large numbers of pages, you can use
the arrows on the right to adjust the previewed pages
shown.

3. The type of page view can be configured using a pull-
down menu in the lower-right corner: MiniatMiniaturureses, PPagagee
CountsCounts or BothBoth.

4. Below the row of pages in the original document, you will
see an initially empty row to which you can drag selected
pages. This area will initially be given the name NeNew Doc-w Doc-
ument 1ument 1 (this name can be changed when you save the
document).

5. Below, there is a row labeled RRemoemovvee where you can
place pages to be removed.

6. At the very bottom right, you will find buttons to ApplyApply
the changes or CancCancelel the action.
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Organizing pages within the application

User-defined ppagage arre arrangangementement for a new PDF document (or,
as seen here, for multiple new documents) is a very intuitive
process.

We have chosen the BothBoth view here for a clearer picture of
the process.

1. When the desired pages are moved to the NeNew Documentw Document
11 row, a new row is automatically created (NeNew Docu-w Docu-
ment 2ment 2, and so on.) A new empty row will always be pro-
vided at the end of the list; if all pages are removed from
a row, this row will be hidden.
Tip:Tip: You can duplicduplicatatee pages by holding the AltAlt key and
dragging them.

2. Pages can be frfreely moeely movveded within a row (here, the former
Page 10 has been moved in front of Pages 8 and 9.)

3. Pages to be deleted can be moved to the RRemoemovvee row.
4. Click ApplyApply to apply the changes.
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The altered files

pdfToolbox shows all altered files:

1. The original documentoriginal document (if applicable, minus the pages
moved to the new documents or those that were re-
moved.)

2. NeNew Document 1w Document 1 with the selected pages in the desired
order.

3. NeNew Document 2w Document 2 with the selected pages in the desired
order.

4. At the bottom of the window, you can see that the file has
been altalterereded.
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Saving the new documents

You can then savsavee the new document(s) under a new name.

NotNotee: Do not savDo not savee the original documentoriginal document when closing the
window if you want to keep it in its original form.
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PDF/UA-1 validation for standards-
compliant universally accessible
PDFs

PDF/UA, the PDF standard for universal accessibility,
must meet certain conditions in order to be usable
with screen readers, braille output devices, or other
systems.

PDF/UA uses tags to create structured PDF files and al-
ternative text for images, as well as for compliance
with linguistic and font-related requirements.

As of version 8.1 of pdfToolbox, PDF files can be tested
for compliance with PDF/UA-1.

The screenshots are showing the sister product pdfToolbox.
The functionality in this part of pdfaPilot is identical to
pdfToolbox.

PDFUA-Reference-04_(Danish_Blind_Association).pdf
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Notification of an existing PDF/UA document in
the document window

If you open a PDF/UA document, it will be identified with a
PDFPDF/U/UA-1A-1 symbol in the document window (1)(1).

As PDF/UA requires tags for structuring purposes, compliant
PDF/UA files will also be marked with the corresponding
structstructurure symbol (2)e symbol (2).

PDF/UA files generally also count as PDFPDF/A documents/A documents with
LLeevvel Ael A (Accessible) compliance; in this case, the file is PDF/
A-2aa-compliant. This will also be identified with another sym-
bol (3)(3).

The user can vvalidatalidatee PDF/UA compliance by clicking on the
PDFPDF/U/UA-1 symbol (1)A-1 symbol (1).
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PDF/UA-1 validation - No problems found

If the existing PDF document really is PDFPDF/U/UA cA compliantompliant, this
will be indicated with a grgreen check mark (1)een check mark (1) and the mes-
sage No prNo problems foblems found (2)ound (2) in the Result window.

The bottom of the Result window displays additional steps
for a Semantic checkSemantic check (3)(3), as not all PDF/UA validation steps
can be fully automated.
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Options for semantic checks

Testing a PDF/UA file's accessibility cannot be done fully au-
tomatically. For example, a computer system cannot deter-
mine whether or not a document’s structure makes sense.
pdfToolbox provides a specific view to make it easier for
users to complete the testing process.

First, click AnalyAnalyzzee. This will open a window in your default
browser showing the structure of the PDF document.
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Semantic check using the PDF document’s structural
overview

The structure of the PDF file is visible in the browser and is in-
dicated using colored highlights.

This makes it easy to check whether the order of chapters,
headings and text is correct and to make sure that alternative
text is in place for images as expected.
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Semantic check - No errors

If the user identifies no errors after a semantic check, they
can acknowledge this:

1. By selecting the “No err“No errorors fs found”ound” radio field,
2. And by providing their own name in the ““AnalyAnalyzzed bed by”y”

field.

Users can also create a report which lists the results of the
check.
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Semantic check - Errors found

If problems are identified in the course of the visual inspec-
tion, the user can acknowledge this with the “Err“Errorors fs found”ound”
rradio fieldadio field (1)(1).

In this case, the user can enter their namename in the ““AnalyAnalyzzeded
bby”y” field (2)(2).

They can then create a corresponding report containing this
information.
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PDF/UA validation identifies problems

Not all PDF documents identified as PDF/UA-1 will successful-
ly pass an accessibility test.

Click on the PDFPDF/U/UA-1 symbolA-1 symbol to begin the vvalidationalidation process.
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Result window displays problems

1. The Result window will display a rred X symboled X symbol to indicate
that problems were encountered during validation.

2. In the example shown here, the DeDettail vieail vieww indicates that
there is a ffontont-r-relatelated pred problemoblem.
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Resolving problems with PDF/UA-1 files (as of
pdfToolbox 8.3)

The software can rresolvesolvee some common problems related to
PDF/UA files.

1. To do so, switch to the “Pr“Profileofile”” tool (Cmd+3)(Cmd+3) and open
“R“Resolvesolve structe structurural pral problems with toblems with taggagged PDF docu-ed PDF docu-
mentsments”” under the PDF/UA section (to do this, you may
first need to switch to the “PDF Standards” library.)

2. Click “Check and fixup“Check and fixup”” to begin the Fixup process.
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Copy document

The user has the option of first saving the PDF document un-
der a new name by clicking SavSave as ce as copopyy.
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Results after correcting a PDF/UA document

1. If the Fixup has been sucsucccessfessfulul, this will be indicated
with a grgreen check markeen check mark in the Result window.

2. The DeDettail vieail vieww will indicate which FixupsFixups were applied.

Users can then carry out the Semantic checkSemantic check as described
previously.
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Expert Tools: Explore Fonts and Ex-
plore PDF
pdfaPilot provides two more tools, giving you insight into the
internal structure of PDF files. This usually is not needed for
common use, but might be helpful if you encounter a dam-
aged file or if you simply are interested in learning more
about the internal structure. The entries "Explore PDF..." and
"Explore Fonts..." can be found inside the "Plug-Ins" menu of
Acrobat ("pdfaPilot Miscellaneous") or the "Tools" menu in
the Standalone version.

With the "Explore PDF" tool you can have a look into the data
structure of a PDF file, exposing the several commands and
details that are forming the page objects.

In the "Explore Fonts" dialog you will find information about
e.g. font type and embedding state of all fonts present in the
current document.
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callas pdfaPilot Basics
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Fixups, Checks, Profiles, Process
Plans and Libraries

callas pdfaPilot uses Profiles, Checks, Fixups, Process
Plans and Libraries. These can be briefly summarized
as follows:

• Checks can be used to search PDF files for specific
factors, and Fixups allow you to alter files in line
with specific criteria.

• Profiles are designed to link Checks and Fixups to-
gether.

• Process plans can be used to ensure that multiple
Profiles, Checks or Fixups run one after another in a
controlled fashion.

• Finally, Libraries enable users to bring all pre-
specified categories together into personalized col-
lections for a better overview.

The screenshots are showing the sister product pdfToolbox.
The functionality in this part of pdfaPilot is identical to
pdfToolbox.
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Checks

Checks can be used to test PDF files for specific parameters.
Checks inspect PDF documents, but do not altChecks inspect PDF documents, but do not alter them.er them.

A number of different Checks are supplied as standard. Click-
ing on an entry in the listlist containing the Checks will provide a
short descriptiondescription of the relevant check parameters (1)(1).

If custom Checks are needed, users can create their otheir ownwn
check Prcheck Profilesofiles. These can be altered versions of existing
Checks - in which case you can work with duplicates (2)(2) - or
new Checks can be created from scratch (3)(3).

Checks can also be eexportxporteded and importimported (4)ed (4). This may be of
interest if you need to forward or distribute them within your
organization, or if you work with external partners.

Users can also deledelettee Checks (5)(5).
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Fixups

Fixups can be used to altalter PDF fileser PDF files. From a technical per-
spective, a fixup is always preceded by a check which tests
the PDF file for specific parameters which must exist in order
to trigger the check in the first place.

A number of different Fixups are supplied as standard. Click-
ing on an entry in the listlist containing the Fixups will provide a
short descriptiondescription of the parameters that will be corrected in
each case (1)(1).

If custom Fixups are needed, users can create their otheir own fixupwn fixup
PrProfilesofiles. These can be altered versions of existing Fixups - in
which case you can work with duplicates (2)(2) - or new Fixups
can be created from scratch (3)(3).

Fixups can also be eexportxported and imported and importeded for forwarding or
distribution within your organization or with external part-
ners (4)(4).

Users can also deledelettee Fixups (5)(5).
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Profiles

Profiles can be used to check and/or fix PDF files.check and/or fix PDF files. For exam-
ple, Profiles are used to test the various PDF standards and
fix files as necessary.

A number of different Profiles are supplied as standard. Click-
ing on an entry in the listlist containing the Profiles will provide
a short descriptiondescription of the relevant details (1)(1).

If custom tasks are needed, users can create their otheir own Prwn Pro-o-
filesfiles. These can be altered versions of existing Profiles - in
which case you can work with duplicates (2)(2) - or new Profiles
can be created from scratch (3)(3).

Profiles can also be eexportxported and imported and importeded for forwarding or
distribution within your organization or with external part-
ners (4)(4).

Users can also deledelettee Profiles (5)(5).
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Process plans

Process plans allow you to organize steps in intin interrerrelatelated se-ed se-
quencquenceses.

Parameters can be drawn from five different fields for the se-se-
quencquence ste stepseps.

• Profiles
• Checks
• Fixups
• Actions
• Variables

The steps can process cconditional instructionsonditional instructions (if..., then...).
Examples of results that occur when specified parameters re-
sult in a given report include SucSucccess, Wess, Warning, Errarning, Erroror and In-In-
ffoo. This allows you to assemble processes which make use of
conditional switches at specified points in the process.
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Libraries

Libraries let you organize sets of Profiles, Checks, Fixups,
switchboard actions, output conditions and imposition con-
figurations.

Libraries offer a broader overview for users who, for example,
wish to create pdfaPilot environments for a range of jobs or
for multiple customers.

1. pdfaPilot is supplied with a range of preconfigured Li-
braries (1)(1). In the Switchboard, and in the overview of
Profiles, Checks and Fixups, users can open the desired li-
brary from the pop-up menu.

2. Libraries can be edited (by clicking Manage (2)(2)), exported
and imported (3)(3).

All other information relating to Libraries can be found in the
chapter Libraries - Overview.
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Protect Fixups, Checks, Profiles,
Process Plans and Libraries against
changes
You can prevent unplanned changes to Fixups, Checks, Pro-
files, Process Plans and Libraries by locking them - i.e. by
making them write-protected.

Checks and Fixups cannot be individually locked; instead,
they are automatically locked whenever a Profile which uses
them is itself locked.

Some of the predefined Fixups, Checks and Profiles are pro-
tected by default. They can be identified by looking for the
lock icon.

The screenshots are showing the sister product pdfToolbox.
The functionality in this part of pdfaPilot is identical to
pdfToolbox.

Locked Profile
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A locked profile is protected against changes.

Password-protected Profile

Alternately, a Profile can be assigned a password.
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Fixup used in other Profiles or Process Plans

A Fixup (or a Check) can only be changed if it is not being
used in a locked Profile or Process Plan.

You can see how it is being used in the corresponding inter-
face marked “Usage...” within the same dialog.

Call up the listed Profiles as required, click “Edit...” and
change the lock setting to “Open”.

You can then edit the Fixup (or the Check).
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Duplicate and edit Profiles, Checks
and Fixups

In some cases, it may make sense to create a new Pro-
file based on an existing one, as an existing Profile may
be quite well suited to a new task but require changes
to certain settings within its own workflow (such as dif-
ferent resolutions, color spaces and many other op-
tions). The same principle also applies to Checks and
Fixups.

The starting point can be one of the Profiles supplied
as standard or a custom one with specific details that
need to be altered. The user can duplicate the existing
Profile and alter specific elements as necessary. We’ll
show you how this works step by step.

pdfaPilot distinguishes between Profiles, Checks and
Fixups.

• Checks and Fixups are edited in a broadly similar
fashion to one another.

• Profiles are edited and set up in a different way, as
from a technical perspective they (may) combine
both Checks and Fixups.

• We will therefore first show you how duplicates of
Checks and Fixups can be used. In a later section,
we will then demonstrate how the process applies
to Profiles.

The screenshots are showing the sister product pdfToolbox.
The functionality in this part of pdfaPilot is identical to
pdfToolbox.
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Creating and setting up a duplicate of a Check (or
Fixup)

Checks and Fixups are set up in a similar way in pdfaPilot.
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Selecting a Check for the duplicate

In the example shown, the Check “Resolution of color and
grayscale images is greater than 250 ppi250 ppi” needs to be
changed, raising the threshold to 300 ppi300 ppi.

The Check can be found under the “Image” category and is a
part of the “Essentials” library.
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Duplicating the Check

To duplicate a Check, Fixup or Profile, first select it. In the fly-
out menu to the upper right (1)(1), select “Duplicate Check (or
Fixup)” (2)(2).
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Changing settings for the duplicated Check

First, we should change the description of the Check so that
its new function is clear.

In the example shown, the automatically generated text
“Resolution of color and grayscale images is greater than 250250
ppi (Copppi (Copy 1)y 1)” can be changed to “Resolution of color and
grayscale images is greater than 300 ppi300 ppi” in the correspond-
ing field (1)(1).

We should also update the text in the Explanation field (2)(2).
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Editing properties

The property that needs to be changed in this example can
be found under the “Image” group. The image resolution for
the duplicate is now raised from 250250 to 300300 (1)(1).

Click on the OKOK button (2)(2) to save your changes.
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The new Check in the Overview window

The new Profile is now shown in the list of Checks (1)(1).

Click on AnalyAnalyzze (2)e (2) to find and report any applicable images
in a PDF document with a resolution greater than 300 ppi.
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Creating and setting up a duplicate of a Profile

In this section, we’ll show you how to set up Profiles. Profiles
consist of a combination of Checks and Fixups.
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Selecting a source Profile for the duplicate

In the example shown, the Profile “Flatten annotations and
form fields” needs to be altered. The new Profile should only
flatten form fields and move annotations out of the Bleed-
Box.

The Profile can be found in the “PDF Fixups” category and is
a part of the “Essentials” library.
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Duplicating the Profile

To duplicate a Profile, first select it. In the flyout menu to the
upper right (1)(1), select “Duplicate Profile” (2)(2).
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Changing settings for the duplicated Profile

1. The user can prprototectect the Profile from being changed by
clicking on the lock symbollock symbol.

2. We should change the namename of the Profile so that its new
function is clear. In the example shown, the automatically
generated text “Flatten annotations and form fields
(Cop(Copy)y)” can be changed to “Move annotations and flatten
form fields” in the relevant box.

3. We should also update the text in the CommentComment field.
4. Provide your own details in the AAuthoruthor and EmailEmail fields.
5. As this Profile is a duplicate, the “PDF Fixups” grgroupoup is

still suitable.
6. No scriptscript is used for this Profile.
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Edit Profile

1. The settings to be changed in this example can be found
under “C“Custustom Fixups.om Fixups.””

2. For the original Fixup, we will select “Flatten all annota-
tions into page contents.”

3. We will then duplicate the Fixup by clicking on the dupli-dupli-
ccatate symbole symbol.
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Settings under “Duplicate this Fixup”

1. For this new duplicated Fixup, we should again edit the
namename and comment in the left column.

2. The new Profile should move annotations instead of flat-
tening them. We therefore select the appropriate entry
from the pull-down menu under ““Action”Action”.

3. Click OKOK to accept changes.
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Results and advanced settings under “Edit Profile”

1. The nenew Fixupw Fixup is now listed in the middle column.
2. The prpreevious Fixupvious Fixup must now be rremoemovveded. To do so, se-

lect the corresponding item in the list.
3. To remove it, click on the brbrokoken link symbolen link symbol to break the

link between the selected Fixup and the Profile.
4. Click OKOK to save and close the altered Profile.
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The new Profile in the Overview window

The new Profile is now shown in the list of Profiles (1)(1).

Click AnalyAnalyzze and fix (2)e and fix (2) to execute the Profile.
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Creating Profiles

A Profile represents a collection of checking and/or fix-
up points for a PDF document and (optionally) the rele-
vant problems.

pdfaPilot provides a wide range of Profiles from a num-
ber of different categories, including digital printing,
prepress, PDF analysis, PDF fixups and PDF standards.

Users can also set up custom Profiles for use in their
own workflows.

We will now show you the options available in this con-
text.

The screenshots are showing the sister product pdfToolbox.
The functionality in this part of pdfaPilot is identical to
pdfToolbox.

A wide range of Profiles are available in the standard release.
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Custom Profiles can be set up in just a few steps.

Call the “Create Profile...” command

1. The button in the upper right of the PrProfiles windoofiles windoww al-
lows you to select from a number of options.

2. The pull-dopull-downwn menu also includes the command “Cr“Creeatatee
PrProfile...ofile...””.
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The “Edit Profile” window: an overview

A wide range of settings are available across a number of cat-
egories (1)(1) for a (new) Profile, shown in a list to the left:

• General information
• Document
• Pages
• Images
• Colors
• Fonts
• Rendering
• Standards compliance
• Standards compliance for embedded files
• Convert to standard
• Convert to standard for embedded files
• Custom checks
• Custom fixups
• Summary

The right hand side of the window displays a number of set-
tings depending on the selected category (2)(2).
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The buttons to the lower left allow you to add, duplicate,
delete, import and export Profiles (3)(3).

At the lower right of the window, you will find the UUsagsage...e...
button (determining which Profiles use a selected criterion),
as well as SavSave, Cance, Cancelel and OK (4)OK (4).

Edit Profile: General information

1. The new profile will be stored in the “C“Custustom Prom Profilesofiles””
group. It will initially be given the name “Ne“New Prw Profile 1”ofile 1”.

2. The user can edit a number of general details on the right
hand side of the window:

3. A profile can be unlockunlockeded, locklockeded or ppasswassworord-prd-prototectecteded;
the name should be specified to match the profile’s in-
tended purpose. The ororangange trianglee triangle (here and else-
where) allows you to to include vvariables and scriptsariables and scripts.

4. The PurposePurpose field allows you to add explanatory text
which will later be shown in the profile list when selecting
a profile.

5. AAuthoruthor and EmailEmail are intended to provide information
about the author of the profile.
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6. Under GrGroupoup, you can specify whether to store the profile
under CCustustom Prom Profilesofiles or other groups.

7. The profile can also be supplied with a scriptscript.

Edit Profile: Document

The DocumentDocument section provides a number of document-
related settings:

1. The first item affects PDF fPDF functionsunctions depending on the PDFPDF
vverersionsion: “The PDF document uses features that require at
least Acrobat 4.0 (PDF 1.3) and others.” Using the pull-
down menu here (as with the other entries) you can spec-
ify how to report anomalies - as an errerroror, as a wwarningarning, or
as infinfoo. By default, this setting is inactivinactivee.

2. “Document is encrypted” indicates any ppasswassworord prd prototec-ec-
tiontion applied.

3. “Document is damaged and needs repair” tests whether
the document is intintactact.
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Provided that the user has set the “Document is encrypted”
test to be reported as an error, the error warning will also be
visible in the profile overview to the left. Here, the highest
tier applicable will be shown (ErrErroror before WWarningarning, before
InfInfoo, before InactivInactivee).
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Edit Profile: Pages

The PPagageses heading primarily allows you to set each individual
parameter to one of the four settings InactivInactivee, InfInfoo, WWarningarning
and ErrErroror.

Checks allow the following parameters:

1. The ppagage size sizee can be tested precisely or within a toler-
ance range.

2. When checking the number of pnumber of pagageses, you can use the op-
erators equalequal, not equalnot equal, grgreeatater thaner than and less thanless than.

3. The PPagage size size or pe or pagage oriente orientation is diffation is differerent frent from pom pagage te too
ppagagee option allows you to check whether page sizes with-
in a document are standardized.

4. The AAt let least one past one pagage is emptye is empty option allows you to iden-
tify blank pages.

5. Finally, the user can also specify the memeasurasurement unitement unit.
The available options are millimemillimettererss, picpicasas, pointspoints, ccen-en-
timetimettererss and inchesinches.
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Edit Profile: Images

ImagImageses can primarily be tested in terms of their resolution
and compression type:

1. Under RResolution of cesolution of color and grolor and grayscayscale imagale images ises is, you
can specify minimum and maximum values for the reso-
lution in pixels per inch.

2. The RResolution of bitmap imagesolution of bitmap imageses can also be checked in
terms of upper and lower tolerances in pixels per inch.

3. ImagImages ares are unce uncomprompressedessed detects images that are not
compressed.

4. ImagImages use lossy ces use lossy comprompressionession allows you to identify im-
ages that use compression methods such as JPEG. ZIP, on
the other hand, is an example of a lossless option for re-
ducing image file sizes.

5. ImagImages use OPIes use OPI relates to a currently rarely used process
in which a file contains only low resolution placeholder
images which are replaced with high resolution files on
output.
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Edit Profile: Colors

The ColorColor section offers the following checks:

1. When the pWhen the pagages in this document ares in this document are sepe separaratated theed they willy will
ggenereneratatee lets you determine whether CCyyan, Magan, Magententa ora or
YYelloellow platw plateses will be produced (which may, for example,
be undesirable for a document which needs to be output
in black/white plus spot color). You can also specify an
upper limit for the number of spot cnumber of spot colorolorss.

2. The category Objects on the pObjects on the pagage usee use deals with color
spaces. This allows you to query the following two items:
RGBRGB and DeDevicvice independent ce independent color (IColor (ICC, Lab)C, Lab).

3. Under Objects on the pObjects on the pagage use spot ce use spot colorolorss, you can make
use of a custom spot cspot color listolor list. Messages can either be
generated when the spot colors used agree with those on
the list (the in this listin this list option) or in case of a disagree-
ment (when the not in this listnot in this list option is selected).

4. The Naming of spot cNaming of spot colorolors is incs is inconsistonsistentent option allows
you to identify issues such as incorrect or duplicated spot
color names.
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Edit Profile: Fonts

The FFontsonts section deals primarily with font embedding and
the font type.

1. The first category allows you to determine whether any
fonts are not embeddednot embedded.

2. If ffonts aronts are embeddede embedded, you can test two conditions: as aas a
subsesubsett or ccompleomplettelyely.

3. The FFont type isont type is option differentiates between six possi-
ble types which can be tested separately.

4. Finally, you can also use custcustom listsom lists to check fonts, ei-
ther to include or exclude them.
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Edit Profile: Rendering

The RRenderingendering section includes the following tests:

1. TTrranspanspararencency usedy used detects elements that use transparen-
cy. This includes shadowing.

2. CCustustom halftom halftone seone setting usedtting used finds unconventional
halftone settings.

3. CCustustom trom transfansfer curer curvve usede used finds unconventional transfer
curve settings.

4. Under Line thickness is less than ... pointsLine thickness is less than ... points, you can speci-
fy a threshold. Lines that are too thin can sometimes
“break down” when printed.

5. The ContContains embedded Pains embedded PostScript costScript codeode option can be
used to avoid potential printing issues and other prob-
lems.
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Edit Profile: Standards compliance

The StStandarandards cds compliancompliancee section relates to the various ISO
standards available for the Portable Document Format.

1. The category PDF is not cPDF is not compliant with any ofompliant with any of allows you
to integrate all currently available PDF standards into the
query.

2. The second section is reserved for PDF/X, the PDF stan-
dard for prepress. Here, you can determine whether a
PDF contains a PDFPDF/X Output Int/X Output Intent fent for an RGB printingor an RGB printing
cconditionondition. An embedded PDF/X Output Intent can also be
compared against a custom listlist of Output Intents.
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Edit Profile: Standards compliance for embedded files

The StStandarandards cds compliancompliance fe for embedded filesor embedded files section offers
the same parameters as in the previous section. In this case,
however, they relate to embedded PDF files:

1. The PDF is not cPDF is not compliant with any ofompliant with any of option again relates
to all currently available PDF standards.

2. The second section again turns to the PDFPDF/X/X standard for
PDF printing.
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Edit Profile: Convert to standard

The ConvConvert tert to sto standarandardd section is particularly extensive.

It is divided into conversion parameters for PDF/X (prepress),
PDF/A (long-term archiving) and PDF/E (digital construction
drawings).

This section converts and fixes PDF files, rather than simply
checking them.

1. Under ConvConvert PDF document tert PDF document to PDFo PDF/X/X, you can choose
from a range of PDF/X versions from a pull-down menu.
You can optionally Apply fixupsApply fixups by checking the box. De-
pending on the standard selected, two other options will
be available: ConvConvert deert devicvice independent RGB or Lab ce independent RGB or Lab col-ol-
or intor into destination co destination color spolor spacacee and DecDecalibralibratate dee devicvice in-e in-
dependent Grdependent Gray or CMYKay or CMYK.

2. Under ConvConvert PDF document tert PDF document to PDFo PDF/A/A, you can choose
from a range of PDF/A versions from a pull-down menu.
The Apply fixupsApply fixups box can be checked. If rIf reegular cgular convonver-er-
sion fsion failsails, a number of additional options are available.
RRee-c-convonvert via Pert via PostScriptostScript, ConvConvert pert pagages with pres with problemsoblems
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intinto imago imageses, or ConvConvert all pert all pagages intes into imago imageses. The last
two of these options allow you to specify an ImagImage re reso-eso-
lutionlution.

3. The third standard is PDFPDF/E/E. You can again Apply fixupsApply fixups
here.

4. Finally, you can also select the Output IntOutput Intentent from a pull-
down menu. Two options are available here: UUse embed-se embed-
ded Output Intded Output Intent if prent if presentesent and Omit ICOmit ICC prC profile unlessofile unless
embedding is rembedding is requirequireded (e.g. with modern Output Intents;
this allows you to reduce the size of the resulting file to
the size of the Output Intent).

To learn more about the Fixupsixups that will be applied during
each conversion type, click on the grgreen question mark but-een question mark but-
ttonon to open the corresponding list. (The button is gray, mean-
ing inactive, when a conversion type is also inactive.)
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Edit Profile: Convert to standard for embedded files

ConvConvert tert to sto standarandard fd for embedded filesor embedded files offers very similar pa-
rameters to those shown in the previous step, but in this case
they relate to embedded PDF files.

1. The first section deals with the special case of PDF/A-3.
This PDF standard also allows you to embed files left in
their original state (not just PDF, but also other formats).
Do not cDo not convonvert but seert but set rt relationship entrelationship entry (PDFy (PDF/A-3) t/A-3) to ...o ...
allows you to define the relationship in one of a number
of different ways, including SourSourccee, DatDataa, SupplementSupplement
and others.

2. ConvConvert embedded PDF document tert embedded PDF document to PDFo PDF/X/X enables a
number of different options as well as optional fixupsoptional fixups.

3. ConvConvert embedded PDF document tert embedded PDF document to PDFo PDF/A/A enables a
number of different options as well as optional fixupsoptional fixups. In
addition, there are also the same backup options as be-
fore to determine how to proceed if regular conversion
fails.

4. ConvConvert embedded PDF document tert embedded PDF document to PDFo PDF/E/E plus optionaloptional
FixupsFixups.
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5. Output IntOutput Intentent settings.

Edit Profile: Custom checks

Under CCustustom checksom checks, you can select entries from the list of
all available pdfaPilot checks and integrate them into the
new profile.

The window is structured as follows:

1. The right hand side shows the list of Checks avlist of Checks availableailable in
pdfaPilot. It can be considered the “inventory” available
to you.

2. The checks shown will be those available in the currcurrentlyently
selectselected libred librararyy (in this example, Essentials).

3. If you know the name of a given function, you can use the
SeSeararchch tool to make it easier to find.

4. Click on a check in the list to see more dedettailed infailed informa-orma-
tiontion.

5. Click on the blue arrblue arroow symbol tw symbol to the lefto the left to move the se-
lected check to the middle column. This will add it to the
profile you are currently creating or editing.

6. The middle column shows all Checksall Checks used in the currcurrentent
PrProfileofile.
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7. You can use the pull-down menu to specify whether the
check should return an ErrErroror, a WWarningarning or an InfInfoo mes-
sage. You can also use the orange triangle to add and
manage vvariables and scriptsariables and scripts.

8. The buttons allow you to addadd, duplicduplicatatee, editedit and deledelettee
checks.

Edit Profile: Custom fixups

Under CCustustom fixupsom fixups, you can select entries from the list of
all available pdfaPilot fixups and integrate them into the new
profile.

The window is structured as follows:

1. The right hand side shows the list of Fixups avlist of Fixups availableailable in
pdfaPilot. It can be considered the “inventory” available
to you.

2. The Fixups shown will be those available in the currcurrentlyently
selectselected Libred Librararyy (in this example, Essentials).

3. If you know the name of a given Fixup, you can use the
SeSeararchch tool to make it easier to find.

4. Click on a Fixup in the list to see more dedettailed infailed informa-orma-
tiontion.
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5. Click on the blue arrblue arroow symbol tw symbol to the lefto the left to move the se-
lected Fixup to the middle column. This will add it to the
Profile you are currently creating or editing.

6. The middle column shows all Fixupsall Fixups used in the currcurrentent
PrProfileofile.

7. You can use the pull-down menu to specify whether the
check should return an ErrErroror, a WWarningarning or an InfInfoo mes-
sage. You can also use the orange triangle to add and
manage vvariables and scriptsariables and scripts.

8. The buttons allow you to addadd, duplicduplicatatee, editedit and deledelettee
Fixups.

Edit Profile: Summary

In the SummarSummaryy, you can see a detailed overview of all
Checks and Fixups included in the newly created (or edited)
Profile.

1. The entries are grouped by section, i.e. DocumentDocument, PPagageses,
ImagImageses, ColorColorss, FFontsonts and so on.
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2. Optional: You can SavSavee the profile overview. Click on the
corresponding button to have the program save a com-
prehensive rreport in PDF feport in PDF formatormat.

3. Optional: You can also ggenereneratate a custe a customizomizable prable profileofile
based on the current Profile - a duplicate, in other words -
which you can configure further.

4. Click on the OK buttOK buttonon to finish setting up the Profile.
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Deleting multiple Fixups or Checks
at once

When you edit a profile, you can select multiple Fixups
or Checks, deleting them all at once or adding more.

The screenshots are showing the sister product pdfToolbox.
The functionality in this part of pdfaPilot is identical to
pdfToolbox.

Selecting multiple Fixups or Checks in the “Edit
Profile” window

When sesetting up or modifying a prtting up or modifying a profileofile, you can select and
then delete (or change, or add) multiple Checks or Fixups at
once.
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1. To do so, simply select the desired Checks/Fixups in the
desired column by pressing and holding ShiftShift (for consec-
utive items) or CCtrltrl (for non-consecutive items).

2. You can then Add / DeleAdd / Delettee the selected items.
3. When selecting multiple Checks at once, you can also

changchangee the messagmessage typee type (Info, Warning, Error) for all of
them at once.
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Actions in Process Plans

As well as containing Profiles, Checks and Fixups,
Process Plans can also include some Actions. In this
chapter, we’ll show you how this can be done.

Note: Not all Actions can be used in Process Plans. Pri-
marily, the Actions available are those which are re-
quired for certain workflows, such as for imposition.

The screenshots are showing the sister product pdfToolbox.
The functionality in this part of pdfaPilot is identical to
pdfToolbox.

Prepare the Action in the Switchboard

For our example, we will prepare the ImagImage Exporte Export Action for
use in a Process Plan.
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This Action is a part of the DocumentDocument group, which is con-
tained in the EssentialsEssentials library and elsewhere.

Here you can specify SeSettingsttings for the Action which will later
be used in the course of the Process Plan. (Among other
things, the saved image file should have a fixed size; here,
150 x 200 pixels.)
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The FlyFlyout menuout menu at the bottom-left provides a range of op-
tions for the Action.

Here you can also find the CrCreeatate Nee New Switw Switchbochboarard Action...d Action...
command.

This will open the CrCreeatate Actione Action dialog.
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Here, if required you can...

1. ... Change the NameName...
2. ... And edit the DescriptionDescription.
3. Click on the OK buttOK buttonon to finish creating the action.

The newly created Switchboard Action ImagImage Exporte Export
150x200150x200 can now also be accessed through the flyout menu.
(You can also rename or delete it from here.)
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Create a new Process Plan with the newly
configured Action

To create a new Process Plan, switch to the PrProfile windoofile windoww.

Here, from the pull-down menu at the top-right, you can see
commands including CrCreeatate Pre Prococess Plan...ess Plan....
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Process Plans allow you to use sequences from the following
categories:

• Profile
• Check
• Fixup
• ActionAction
• Variable

1. In the example shown, we should first use a FixupFixup to
move any annotations in a PDF outside of the page area.
(For each sequence step, you can specify what to do in
case of success or failure.)

2. The second step uses the ActionAction we prepared earlier. Un-
der the Name category, the Action ImagImage Export 150x200e Export 150x200
can be selected.

3. The new Process Plan should be given a meaningful
NameName.

4. It is also useful to add a CommentComment. This will appear later
in the Profile list when the Profile is activated.

5. Click on the OK buttOK buttonon to save the Process Plan.
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The new Process Plan with the associated Action is now
available in the Profile window under the name MoMovve anno-e anno-
ttations and eations and export JPEG 150x200xport JPEG 150x200.

Click Check and fixCheck and fix-up-up to execute the Process Plan.
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The RResultsesults window shows all sequence steps executed by
the Process Plan, including the integrated ActionAction.

Switchboard Actions available as Actions for
Process Plans

Not all Switchboard Actions are available as Actions for
Process Plans. The reason is, that some Switchboard actions
are based on Profiles of Fixups.
The following Switchboard Actions can be used as Actions for
Process Plans:

• Arrange:
• Booklet
• N-Up
• Fill page
• Impose
• Reader spreads
• Split in half
• Step & Repeat
• New page
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• Present:
• Handout
• Passe partout

• Document:
• Overlay
• Re-Distill
• Content export
• Image export
• PostScript export
• EPS export

• Prepress
• Pre-separated pages
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Batch processing for Actions

pdfaPilot Desktop can do more than just checking or
fixing one file at a time; the Batch Processing mode al-
lows it to process multiple PDF documents within a
folder. The Switchboard allows you to apply any Action
to all PDF files within a given folder.

The Batch function in pdfaPilot can process up to 100
documents one after another. For a high-volume ap-
proach using hot folders, pdfaPilot Server is recom-
mended.

The screenshots are showing the sister product pdfToolbox.
The functionality in this part of pdfaPilot is identical to
pdfToolbox.

Select the Action from the Switchboard

1. Select the desired Action...
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2. ... And apply any desired SeSettingsttings.
(Here, under the Document category, the Action Save as
PDF 1.x has been specified as PDF Version 1.3.)

3. Click on the BatBatchch option to specify additional batch pro-
cessing settings.

Batch processing: Organize and start the batch

1. Under HeHeading 1ading 1, select the folder containing the PDF
files to be processed.

2. Under 22: PrPrococess bess batatchch will display processing progress...
3. ... Once you click on the StStartart button.
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After processing

Depending on the processing results, the files will then be
stored either in a folder containing successfully processed
(Success - 11) or unsuccessful results (Failure - 22).

These are located in a folder named with the timestamp - 33
for the processing point which will be automatically shown
after processing is complete.
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Libraries - Overview

In pdfToolbox 8.1 callas introduced the possibility to
work with libraries.

With this feature you can create an environment for
different types of jobs or companies.

In pdfaPilot libraries you can organise a set of Profiles,
Checks, Fixups and Switchboard Actions.

The screenshots are showing the sister product pdfToolbox.
The functionality in this part of pdfaPilot is identical to
pdfToolbox.

Launch pdfToolbox Desktop
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Open the Switchboard panel

1. Go to "Tools".
2. Click "Switchboard".
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Open the Manage Libraries dialog

1. Click on the Action button.
2. Click "Manage Libraries".
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Analyze the Manage Libraries dialog

In the Libraries list the default "callas pdfaPilot Default" li-
brary is shown.

In the lower part of the dialog, buttons for various functions
can be found:

1. Adding a new library.
2. Duplicate an existing library.
3. Edit a selected library.
4. Protect a selected library.
5. Unprotect a selected library.
6. Export a selected library.
7. Import a library.
8. Delete a selected library.
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Adding a new library

1. Click "Adding new library".
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Modify the new library

1. In the "NameName" field save the new library as "Library Pro-
ject XYZ".

2. If necessary you can add a descriptiondescription for the new library.
No extra information is needed for this library.

3. The new library can be locklockeded in order to protect them
from changes. I choose to not do that.

4. For an improved overview library overview the ccolorolor of
the bbackackgrgroundound and tteext dialogsxt dialogs can be customised.

5. You can prefer to start with an empty librempty librararyy or using the
entirentire libre librarary with the defy with the default seault settingsttings. I choose to start
with an empty library.

6. Click "OKOK" to save the new library.
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The new library in Manage Libraries dialog

The new library "Library Project XYZ" is shown in the "Man-
age Libraries" list.

1. Click "OK".
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Select the new library in the Switchboard panel

1. Click under the name Switchboard on "callas pdfaPilot
Default".

2. Click "Library Project XYZ".
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The new library in the Switchboard panel

In the new library the background and text dialogs has cus-
tom colors.
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Open the Profiles dialog

1. Go to "Tools".
2. Click "Profiles".
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Select the new library "Library Project XYZ"

1. Click "Library Project XYZ".

The new library is empty.
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Open the Manage Libraries dialog

1. Click on the Action button.
2. Click "Manage Libraries".
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Analyze the Manage Libraries dialog

In the left column, under the entry "Libraries" all areas are
listed that can be set up in the selected library.

Here are the details:

• LibrLibraries:aries: A list of available standard or custom libraries.
• PrPrococess plans:ess plans: Combined Profiles, Checks, Fixups and Ac-

tions to apply on a PDF file. Here is the sequence impor-
tant.

• PrProfiles:ofiles: pdfaPilot Profiles that combined Checks and Fix-
ups to apply on a PDF file. For example to convert a PDF
to the PDF/X-4 standard.

• Checks:Checks: pdfaPilot Checks that investigate a PDF file ac-
cording to some criteria. For example the thickness of
text.

• Fixups:Fixups: pdfaPilot Fixups that fixed a PDF file. For example
converting all the text into outlines.

• Actions:Actions: pdfaPilot Actions apply an action on a PDF file.
For example creating an imposed PDF file.

• Output IntOutput Intents:ents: The output conditions.
• ICICC prC profiles:ofiles: ICC color profiles.
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• Color cColor convonverersion policies:sion policies: Policies to convert colors in a
PDF file. For example convert to "Office RGB".

• FFont substitont substitution policies:ution policies: Policies about missing fonts.
• CCururvve files:e files: Curve settings for tone value adjustments.
• PPostScript costScript convonverersion sesion settings:ttings: Quality levels.
• Imposition run lists:Imposition run lists: Imposition scheme plans. For exam-

ple to plan 8 business cards, double sided.
• Imposition sheeImposition sheet set settups:ups: Sheet configuration plans. For

example 8 business cards on a A4 page size.
• OvOverlay terlay templatemplates:es: Overlay templates such as "Draft" or

"Watermark".
• PPassepassepartartout bout backackgrgrounds:ounds: Passepartout backgrounds

such as "Sand paper" or "Stone".
• PlacPlace ce contontent HTML tent HTML templatemplates:es: HTML templates to add

PDF content. For example adding the file name.

Add Check to created library

Now we want to investigate the created library "Library Pro-
ject XYZ". The new library was constructed as an empty li-
brary. You can derive Process Plans, Profiles, Checks, Fixups
and Actions from the callas pdfaPilot standard library (or an-
other library if available).
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In this example we add the predefined Check "Text is smaller
than 5 pt" from the callas pdfaPilot Default library.

1. Select "Checks".
2. In the dropdown list select "callas pdfaPilot Default".
3. In the dropdown list select "Library Project XYZ".
4. Select Check "Text is smaller than 5 pt".
5. Click on the blue arrow button to add the Check in the li-

brary.
6. Click "Save". Confirm that you made changes.
7. Click "OK".

New Check available in created library

1. Click "Checks".
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Export created library

1. Click on the Action button.
2. Click "Export Library".

Save the exported library
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1. Save the exported library as "Library Project XYZ".
2. Click "Save".

Import library

1. Click on the Action button.
2. Click "Import Library".
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Select the library

1. Select "Library Project ZZZ.kfpl".
2. Click "Open".
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Libraries - Use for versioning and
project management

With pdfaPilot libraries versions and projects can easily
be managed. Supposedly, a printing company has com-
piled records with profiles, checks and corrections for a
particular workflow or customer. Now it is possible to
spread them and manage different versions across
multiple workstations via libraries.

1. For a customer or a workflow a library was created.
2. If the requirements change or if new pdfaPilot fea-

tures are integrated, the existing library can simply
be duplicated, a new version number (possibly also
with the current date) can be given and the addi-
tional checks, profiles and corrections can be
added.

3. The new, additional library could then be called
"customer-v1.1-2016-06-26" or "Printer
v1.1-2016-06-26".

4. Further updates will be processed the same.

In this way, it is non-destructive and any changes in the
procedure are tracked.
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Libraries - Use for task oriented
workspaces

Libraries can be very useful for different employees in a
company or for clients with whom you work, to get
customized sets of profiles, checks and fixups.

• It may be useful to first create an extensive library,
which you can adjust for the required workstations
or partners.

• Smaller sets can be created as a library for employ-
ees who require only certain functions.

• According to certain workflows libraries can be set
up, such as for "Offset", "Digital", "Online PDF",
"Large Format", and many more.
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Search Libraries

Libraries can contain a very large number of Profiles,
Fixups, Checks, Variables and Actions. A range of
search options can help you find specific items.

Global search

To search the complete corpus of Profiles, Fixups, Checks,
Variables and Actions, use the SeSeararch Librch Librariesaries menu item.
This function can be opened via Menu > TMenu > Tools > Seools > Seararch Li-ch Li-
brbrariesaries.

You can also use the keyboard shortcut ShiftShift-Command-F-Command-F.

You can open the SeSeararch Librch Librariesaries dialog via the menu button
in the PrProfile windoofile windoww.

The search mask contains a range of settings and filtering op-
tions:
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1. The LibrLibrararyy to search can be selected via the drop-down
menu.

2. The SeSeararch all librch all librariesaries checkbox allows you to search all
libraries at once.

3. Enter the search term under NameName. The first results will
be shown as soon as you start typing.

4. You can also include cinclude commentsomments used in individual profiles
etc. in your search.

5. The ObjectsObjects category lets you restrict the search to
Process plans, Checks, Variables, Profiles, Fixups and/or
Actions.

6. The AdvAdvancanceded category lets you specify even more de-
tailed settings (Favorites, Variables, Workspace and Fre-
quently or Recently used). You can also account for the
use of Check properties or Fixup types.

7. The results will be shown in the listlist along with their re-
spective library.

8. The MorMore infe infoo box provides information such as the cre-
ation date/time and the author of the highlighted entry.
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Library-specific search for Profiles/Fixups/
Checks

You can also search within the windows for Profiles, Fixups or
Checks.

Only Profiles located in the currently selected Library will be
shown.
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Search all libraries for Profiles/Fixups/Checks

If you wish to search all libraries at once, first click on the li-li-
brbrarary symboly symbol next to the search box. Search terms entered in-
to the “Search” box will then be searched for across all li-
braries.
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Examining page content: The Object
Inspector

In the visualizer section of pdfaPilot Desktop, the Ob-
ject Inspector allows identifying page content, both
viewing which objects form a PDF page, and what their
attributes are. Two additional concepts: "Wireframe
viewing" and "Object type filtering" have been imple-
mented here.

The screenshots are showing the sister product pdfToolbox.
The functionality in this part of pdfaPilot is identical to
pdfToolbox.

Showing the object inspector

1. Click on the "View" menu
2. Select the "Object inspector" menu item
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Object type filtering

By default, the object inspector shows all PDF objects on the
page. This can be changed by disabling or enabling the
checkboxes at the bottom of the Object inspector area. Dese-
lecting "Text" for example, will cause all text objects on the
page to be hidden. This allows examining whether objects
are actually text for example, or allows viewing what is be-
hind other objects (and normally hidden from view).
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Object properties

Every single object can be selected by clicking on it inside the
view on the left hand side. A click will fix the selection on the
right hand side. Another click will release it.

Selected objects are also visible in the preview on the right
hand side.

Under "Objects at cursor", you will see a stack of all the ob-
jects in the same order as they appear in the PDF.

The topmost object is the topmost in the PDF. You can click
at objects below the topmost object to see it's properties.

Wireframe viewing

At the bottom of the Object inspector area, check the "As
Wireframe" checkbox, to show the displayed PDF page as
wireframe. In this mode, all objects are shown with different-
ly color rectangle outlines. This allows seeing the structure of
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the page (which objects are on the page, how they are lay-
ered etc...).
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Examining page content: Filter in the
Object Inspector

In the visualizer section of pdfToolbox Desktop, the
Object Inspector allows identifying page content, both
viewing which objects form a PDF page, and what their
attributes are. Two additional concepts: "Wireframe
viewing" and "Object type filtering" have been imple-
mented here.

The screenshots are showing the sister product pdfToolbox.
The functionality in this part of pdfaPilot is identical to
pdfToolbox.

Showing the object inspector

1. Click on the "View" menu
2. Select the "Object inspector" menu item
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Object type filtering

By default, the object inspector shows all PDF objects on the
page. This can be changed by disabling or enabling the
checkboxes at the bottom of the Object inspector area. Dese-
lecting "Text" for example, will cause all text objects on the
page to be hidden. This allows examining whether objects
are actually text for example, or allows viewing what is be-
hind other objects (and normally hidden from view).
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Object properties

Every single object can be selected by clicking on it inside the
view on the left hand side. A click will fix the selection on the
right hand side. Another click will release it.

Selected objects are also visible in the preview on the right
hand side.

Under "Objects at cursor", you will see a stack of all the ob-
jects in the same order as they appear in the PDF.

The topmost object is the topmost in the PDF. You can click
at objects below the topmost object to see it's properties.

Wireframe viewing

At the bottom of the Object inspector area, check the "As
Wireframe" checkbox, to show the displayed PDF page as
wireframe. In this mode, all objects are shown with different-
ly color rectangle outlines. This allows seeing the structure of
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the page (which objects are on the page, how they are layers
etc...).
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Requirements for conversions to PDF
pdfaPilot offers the possibility to convert several file formats
to PDF. In order to receive the best results, the applications in
which the files have been created are used for this conver-
sion.

Supported applications and files

ApplicApplicationation OperOperating sys-ating sys-
ttemem

As of pdfAs of pdfaPilotaPilot
vverersionsion

• Microsoft Word
2007

• Microsoft Word
2010 (32bit
and 64bit)

• Microsoft Excel
2007

• Microsoft Excel
2010 (32bit
and 64bit)

• Microsoft Pow-
erPoint 2007

Windows 2.1

• Microsoft Pow-
erPoint 2010
(32bit and
64bit)

• Microsoft Pub-
lisher 2007

• Microsoft Pub-
lisher 2010
(32bit and
64bit)

• Microsoft Visio
2007

• Microsoft Visio
2010 (32bit
and 64bit)

• Microsoft Pro-
ject 2010

Windows 2.3
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ApplicApplicationation OperOperating sys-ating sys-
ttemem

As of pdfAs of pdfaPilotaPilot
vverersionsion

(32bit and
64bit)

• Microsoft Word
2013 (32bit
and 64bit)

• Microsoft Excel
2013 (32bit
and 64bit)

• Microsoft Pow-
erPoint 2013
(32bit and
64bit)

• Microsoft Visio
2013 (32bit
and 64bit)

• Microsoft Pub-
lisher 2013
(32bit and
64bit)

• Microsoft Pro-
ject 2013
(32bit and
64bit)

Windows 5.0

• Microsoft Word
2011

• Microsoft Excel
2011

• Microsoft Pow-
erPoint 2011

• iWork '09
Pages

Mac 2.4

• Microsoft Word
2016/365

• Microsoft Excel
2016/365

• Microsoft Pow-
erPoint 2016/
365

Windows, Mac 7.0
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ApplicApplicationation OperOperating sys-ating sys-
ttemem

As of pdfAs of pdfaPilotaPilot
vverersionsion

• Microsoft Visio
2016/365

• Microsoft Pub-
lisher 2016/
365

• Microsoft Pro-
ject 2016/365

• OpenOffice.org
3.2

Windows, Mac
and Linux

2.2

• OpenOffice.org
3.3

Windows, Mac
and Linux

2.3

• OpenOffice.org
4.x

Windows, Mac
and Linux

5.0

• LibreOffice 4.x Windows, Mac
and Linux

5.0

• LibreOffice 5.x Windows, Mac
and Linux

6.2

• PostScript and
EPS files

All Platforms 2.4

• Image files All Platforms 2.4

• XPS files Windows 6.0

Supported file types

ApplicApplicationation File typeFile type

WindoWindowsws MacMac LinuxLinux
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ApplicApplicationation File typeFile type

Microsoft Word .doc .docx .dot .dotx
.dotm .rtf .txt .xml .vcf
.ics .wpd

.doc .docx .txt

Microsoft Excel .xls .xlsx .xlsm .xlt .xltx
.xltm

.xls .xlsx

Microsoft PowerPoint .ppt .pptx .pps .ppsx
.pot .potx .potm .ppa
.ppam

.ppt .pptx

Microsoft Visio .vsd .vdx .vdw .vss .vsx

Microsoft Project .mpp .mpt .mpd .mpw
.mpx

Microsoft Publisher .pub

OpenOffice/LibreOffice Writer .odt .ott .sxw .stw .doc .rtf .sdw .vor .txt .pdb .xml .psw
.docx .docm .dotx .dotm .602 .wpd .hwp

OpenOffice/LibreOffice Calc .ods .ots .sxc .stc .dif .dbf .xls .xlt .sdc .vor .slk .csv .pxl .uos
.xlc .xlm .xlw .sdc .xlsb .xlsm .xlsx .xltm .xltx .wb2

OpenOffice/LibreOffice Impress .odp .otp .sxi .sti .ppt .pot .sxd .sda .sdd .vor .uop .odg .cgm
.pptm .pptx .potm .potx

iWork '09 Pages .pages

PostScript and EPS files .ps .eps .prn

Image files .tiff .tif .jpeg .jpg .png

HTML .html .htm .svg

File types that require additional parameters:

ApplicApplicationation File typeFile type

WindoWindowsws MacMac LinuxLinux

Email .msg .eml .emlx
When emails are converted also any attachments are con-
verted, compressed archives (.zip, .gz, .7z, .rar) are uncom-
pressed.
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Further information on the settings for email conversion
here.

General

• All Office-applications should be installed with the de-
fault options, in order to guarantee that all needed com-
ponents are available.

• Install all the latest updates.
• Start the application at least once and make sure that the

setup wizards have been executed successfully.
• pdfaPilot need to be activated. This means, a valid activa-

tion request must have been sent and the software must
have been activated with the activation file received af-
terwards.

• The activation needs to be performed for the user who
wants to execute the file conversion.

• On Windows systems, install the Microsoft .NET Frame-
work Version 4 or newer - this is not automatically in-
stalled with the regular Windows Update but belongs to
the optional updates.

• Please ensure, that the Microsoft Visual C++ Redistrib-
utable Packages for Visual Studio 2013 was properly in-
stalled by the callas installation package. Only the 32bit
version of the runtime library is needed because the in-
ternal conversion tool is an 32bit application.

• While conversions to PDF are performed, no other users
on this machine should use the applications needed for
this process.

• In particular the file to be processed should not be
opened in the respective application.

• Only one instance of the application that creates PDF
must be used at the same time. Therefore in pdfaPilot
Server or in Enfocus Switch the number of instances
needs to be set to 1.

• Although some file types can be processed with several
applications it is recommended to process documents
with the application where they were created with.
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Microsoft applications

• Please make sure that Microsoft Office is activated. In
case Microsoft Office runs as an evaluation version, a
warning dialog might pop up during conversion.

• If there is no “PDF or XPS” entry in the “Save as” menu,
install the missing Add-in. You can download it on the Mi-
crosoft website.

• Install the latest service pack for Microsoft Office.
• When updating the Microsoft Office Suite it is recom-

mended to deinstall previously installed version before to
ensure all registry entries are removed and properly set
when the new installation of Office takes place. Especially
when installing Microsoft Office 2010 on a system with an
existing Microsoft Office 2007 such registry entries seems
to remain. See Microsoft knowledge base for details how
to uninstall.

WorWordd

Word documents may contain annotations from the function
“Track changes”. They are output into the PDF with the set-
ting “Screen”. When outputting with setting “Print” they are
not output. In the Desktop version of pdfToolbox the setting
“Print” is default so that annotations are not output. Where-
as in pdfaPilot Desktop the setting “Screen” is default so that
annotations are output. On the Mac the output of annota-
tions can only be omitted when running the english language
version of Word. Moreover “Enable access for assistive de-
vices” need to be enabled in “Universal Access” of the “Sys-
tem preferences”.

ExExccelel

• If the contents exceed the “print area”, only the parts cov-
ered by this “print area” will be output whilst the other
parts will not be output.

• The page format of the output PDF is optimized in order
to fit as much content as possible in a well readable way
onto a page. For large sheets the content may be spread
over several PDF pages.

• To ensure conversion, the print spooler has to be active.
This is the case when the Excel preview shows the con-
tent. Otherwise the spooler has to be started in the “Ser-
vices” configuration of the system settings. After doing
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this, the “Microsoft XPS Document Writer” shows up in
the print dialog of Excel.

MacMac

• A page range can not be specified, the parameter Page
range (pagerange) does not have an influence.

• Images are exported with a resolution of 72 ppi, the para-
meter Print (topdf_print) does not have an influence.

• If Microsoft Office 2008 and Microsoft Office 2011 are in-
stalled the Office application that is set as default for
opening Office documents in the system or the Office ap-
plication that is already open is used to process Office
documents.

Dialog handlingDialog handling

• Under Windows dialogs appearing in the Office applica-
tion during processing can be handled.

• Therefore an empty file named MTPGuiActions.log has to
be placed in the user folder here:

• <user>\AppData\Roaming\axaio software\MS Office 12\
MadeToPrint\Logfiles\

• If the Office document that opens a dialog is processed
now an ID of the dialog is logged in MTPGuiActions.log

• This ID needs to be entered in MTPGuiActions.cfg which
can be found in the etc/PDFOfficeTool folder next to the
executable of pdfaPilot Desktop or Server

• Within MTPGuiActions.cfg the options of the dialog han-
dling is described

UUsagsage when running as a sere when running as a servicvicee

Sometimes problems may occure when running pdfaPilot as
a service with Microsoft Office. Automation is not supported
by Microsoft officially, but the following workaround was suc-
cessful in most cases:

• Create the following folder (with appropriate permis-
sions) on your system:

• Windows Server 2012 + later:
• C:\Windows\SysWOW64\config\systemprofile\Ap-

pData\Local\Microsoft\Windows\INetCache

• Especially when running Office 32Bit on x64 systems,
the following folders are required as well:

• Windows x64: C:\Windows\SysWOW64\config\sys-
temprofile\Desktop
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• Windows x86: C:\Windows\System32\config\sys-
temprofile\Desktop

• PlePlease NOase NOTETE:
For smooth operation, the folders named above
need to be restored after a Windows Update.

OpenOffice and LibreOffice

• Close all open OpenOffice and LibreOffice instances be-
fore processing with pdfaPilot.

• Please keep in mind the known restrictions of OpenOf-
fice.org regarding cases where umlauts from Type1 and
OpenType fonts might not be output correctly. You will
find more information on the current state of this issue
on OpenOffice.org.

MacMac

Please verify that OpenOffice is installed inside the default in-
stallation path (e.g. ”/Applications/OpenOffice.org” on Mac
OS X systems).

If it is not, please re-install it to this location.

On Mac the following default installation/location are sup-
ported (in this order - first wins):
a) /Applications/LibreOffice.app
b) /Applications/OpenOffice.app
c) /Applications/OpenOffice.org.app

LinuxLinux

• Support for Office Conversion has been tested thoroughly
on Ubuntu 14.04 LTS (Server) with the default installation
of LibreOffice and also with an OpenOffice installation.

• On Ubuntu the required LibreOffice packages are in-
stalled via the package manager or via the command line
as shown below:

• sudo aptitude install libreoffice
• (please substitute 'libreoffice' by 'openoffice' if you

prefer OpenOffice)

• On other linux distributions or with other OS versions it
might be required to search for packages with different
names. E.g install everything found with the following
search terms:

• libreoffice (or openoffice)
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• uno
• ure
• headless

iWork '09 Pages

• A page range can not be specified as it is also via manual
PDF export, the parameter Page range (pagerange) does
not have an influence.

• Images are exported with a resolution of 72 ppi as it is al-
so via manual PDF export, the parameter Print
(topdf_print) does not have an influence.

• Documents of iWork '08 Pages can not be processed with
pdfaPilot Server application because of a changed file
format (file packages of Pages version 3 and earlier).

PostScript and EPS files

• ICC profiles referenced in a PDF settings file (.joboptions)
need to be copied into the operating system folder for ICC
profiles, e.g.:

• Windows:
C:\Windows\system32\spool\drivers\color

• Mac OS X:
/Macintosh HD/Library/ColorSync/Profiles

• The application will also look into the following folders
for ICC profiles:

• /Library/Application Support/Adobe/Color/Profiles/
Recommended

• /Library/Application Support/Adobe/Color/Profiles
• /System/Library/ColorSync/Profiles

• Alternatively, you can put ICC-files for PostScript to PDF in
the subfolder of the application:

.../etc/PDFPSTool/ICCProfiles
• A Color settings file (.csf) that is referenced in the PDF set-

tings file is not necessary for the processing.

Additional settings with limited user rights

In general it is recommended to grant the respective service
user administrator privileges. If this level of rights can not set
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due to internal regulations, some additional settings within
the operating system are recommended.

The following folders should allow the user the respective ac-
cess right:

FFor 64-bit machinesor 64-bit machines

C:\Windows\Temp Modify

C:\Windows\syswow64\config Read

C:\Windows\syswow64\config\systemprofile Read

C:\Windows\syswow64\config\systemprofile\
AppData

Modify

C:\Windows\syswow64\config\systemprofile\
Desktop

Modify (Create it, if it does not exist)

C:\Windows\syswow64\config\systemprofile\
AppData\Local\Microsoft\Windows\
INetCache

Modify (Create it, if it does not exist)

FFor 32-bit machinesor 32-bit machines

C:\Windows\Temp Modify

C:\Windows\system32\config Read

C:\Windows\system32\config\systemprofile Read

C:\Windows\system32\config\systemprofile\Ap-
pData

Modify

C:\Windows\system32\config\systemprofile\
Desktop

Modify (Create it, if it does not exist)

C:\Windows\system32\config\systemprofile\
AppData\Local\Microsoft\Windows\
INetCache

Modify (Create it, if it does not exist)

Office conversion

Additional seAdditional settingsttings
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• Set the 32-bit folder preferences (detailed above) in addi-
tion to the 64-bit preferences on 64-bit systems running
64-bit versions of Microsoft Office

• Set the default printer to XPS Document Writer

DCDCOM seOM settingsttings

• Launch DCOMCNFG by using:C:\WINDOWS\SysWOW64>
mmc comexp.msc /32

• Go to Computers > MyComputer > DCOM Config.
• Right-click the application that you want to automate.The

application names are listed in the table below:

ApplicApplicationation DCDCOM NameOM Name

Microsoft Access 2007/2010/2013/2016 Microsoft Access Application

Microsoft Excel 2007/2010/2013/2016 Microsoft Excel Application

Microsoft Office Word 2007 Microsoft Office Word 97 -
2003 Document

Microsoft Word 2010/2013/2016 Microsoft Word 97 - 2003
Document

• On some systems Microsoft Word is not displayed and
you will have to use
{00020906-0000-0000-C000-000000000046} instead.

• Click Properties to open the property dialog box for this
application.

• Verify Identity and Security tabs
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Decorate pages by
adding content
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“Decorate” Switchboard group
The Switchboard Actions under “Decorate” let you place a
range of different object types within a PDF.
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1. 1. Place folding marks

Adds two folding marks to pages.
These will be generated and positioned based on the page
height.
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2. 2. Text

Places user-defined text on the page.
You can specify settings such as the text size and position.
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3. 3. Page number

You can number pages.
The text color, position and other settings can be specified.
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4. 4. Date

Places the current date on the page.
The text color, position and other settings can be specified.
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5. 5. Logo/Image

Places an image, PDF or SVG on pages.
You can specify the position as well as the page range.
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6. 6. Watermark

Places an image, PDF or SVG with transparency.
This produces a see-through effect similar to a watermark.
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7. 7. Mail stamp

You can add a mail stamp to the document.
An HTML template can be used to customize the stamp’s for-
mat.
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8. 8. Letter background

A letter background template can be placed on top of or be-
low the content in the input file.
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9. 9. Add summary page

Adds a page to the document summarizing its contents.
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10. 10. Add divider page

Divider pages can be added before or after a given page
count.
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11. 11. Move objects

Objects of a given type can be moved to another position.
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Place folding marks

Call up the Switchboard Action and start the process by click-
ing “Execute”.
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Specifying output destination

The “Save” dialog shown lets you specify where the results
will be saved.
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Results with folding marks placed

You will then see the folding marks overlaid on the docu-
ment.
Here, two folding marks have been spaced out based on the
height of the documents. This is ideal for DIN A4- and letter-
format documents, among others.
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Add text

The “Text” Action lets you place text on a page.
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Place text Enter the text to be placed.

Text size Defines the size of the text.

Text rotation Specifies the angle at which the text will be created

Text color Use the color selector to specify the color of the text to be placed.

Placement Coordinates where the object is to be placed.

Offset Offsets the object relative to the parameters given under “Placement”.
Values should be entered in the form of coordinates, giving x and y val-
ues relative to the reference point given under “Placement”. This
means that values such as “-5” are also valid.

Size Specifies the size of the text field

Enlarge page If the text does not appear on the page, the page region can be en-
larged.

Page range For multi-page documents, specifies the range of pages on which the
text will be placed.
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The result will then be shown in the visualizer. (Here it is the
yellow text at the bottom of the page.)

This is the result with “Enlarge page” enabled, causing the
page to become slightly larger.
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Place page number

Add total number of pages Uses the current page number as well as the total number of
pages, using the format “<Page number>/<Total pages>”

Text size Defines the size of the text.

Text color Use the color selector to specify the color of the text to be placed.

Placement Coordinates where the object is to be placed.

Offset Offsets the object relative to the parameters given under “Place-
ment”. Values should be entered in the form of coordinates, giv-
ing x and y values relative to the reference point given under
“Placement”. This means that values such as “-5” are also valid.

Enlarge page If the text does not appear within the page region, the page can
be enlarged.

Page range For multi-page documents, specifies the range of pages on which
the text will be placed.

For usability reasons, the Switchboard Action has a limited
range of functionality.
If you wish to customize additional page numbering parame-
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ters, you can also use the “Place page number” fixup (see be-
low for further details).

Result without using “Enlarge page” option: The page num-
ber is placed at the top right.
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Result of “Enlarge page and indicate original size” This will
draw an additional line allowing you to identify the original
page size.

Using the “Place page number” Fixup

First, call up the Fixup window under Tools - Fixups.

A predefined Fixup using “Place page number” can be found
under the “Shapes, Variables, JavaScript, Place content” li-
brary.
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If another library is currently selected, you can also search all
available libraries using the green icon.
The predefined Fixup is named “Place page number in left or
right corner”.

The Fixup lets you create the object on a layer or as a spot
color. It also lets you create a white background.
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Place date
This Action allows you to place the current date in a position
of your choice.

Text size Defines the size of the text.

Text color Use the color selector to specify the color of the text to be placed.

Placement Coordinates where the object is to be placed.

Offset Offsets the object relative to the parameters given under “Placement”.
Values should be entered in the form of coordinates, giving x and y val-
ues relative to the reference point given under “Placement”. This means
that values such as “-5” are also valid.

Enlarge page If the date does not appear within the page region, the page can be en-
larged.

Page range Specifies the range of pages on which the date will be placed.
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For usability reasons, the Switchboard Action has a strictly
limited range of functionality. If you wish to fine-tune the
date format, you can also use the applicable Fixup.

Using the “Place date” Fixup
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First, call up the Fixup window under Tools - Fixups.

The “Place date” Fixup can be found under the “Shapes, Vari-
ables, JavaScript, Place content” library. If another library is
currently selected, you can also search all available libraries
using the green icon.
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Click “Edit” to view and alter the parameters used for the Fix-
up.
It is advisable to create a copy of this Fixup to make changes
of your own. You can do this easily by selecting “Duplicate
Fixup” from the menu button in the top right.

JavaScript is used to provide the date text. You can edit the
version given under “place_date (JS)”.
Alternatively, you can simply duplicate this variable and work
with a copy of it.
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The JavaScript can be edited as required within the text box.

Some options for different date formats are already included
as examples. These are commented out by default and can
be reactivated by deleting the “//” characters at the start of
the line.
Unused JavaScript sections should then be disabled or delet-
ed.
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The Fixup has been successfully applied.
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Add logo/image
This Action lets you add any logo or image to individual
pages or all pages within a PDF.
You can specify both the position and desired size of the im-
age.

File The file to be placed (image, PDF or SVG)

Placement Coordinates where the object is to be placed.

Position (from lower
left corner)

Offsets the object relative to the parameters given under “Placement”.
Values should be entered in the form of coordinates, giving x and y val-
ues relative to the reference point given under “Placement”. This means
that values such as “-5” are also valid.

Size Specifies the size of the region. If “Placement” is set to “Mouse selec-
tion”, the dimensions of the region can be specified.

Page range Specifies the range of pages on which the object will be placed.

If “Placement” is set to “Mouse selection”, you can click and
drag to select a region with the mouse to define the place-
ment.
The value for the size of the region can also be altered at any
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time.
However, the highlighted region will only be drawn once
when you click and drag. It will not be changed if you edit the
details. (If you want to adjust the way the region is drawn,
you can select a new Placement type and then re-select
“Mouse selection”.)

Region with values altered.
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Logo placed after execution.
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Add watermark
This Action lets you add any logo or image to one or all pages
within a PDF, with a transparent effect. The image will be ver-
tically and horizontally centered.
You can specify whether the object should be placed on top
of or below the existing content.

Watermark Click “Browse” to choose the file to be placed.

Scale to format Scales the placed object to the page size.

Placement Specifies whether to place the object on top of or below the existing
content.

Page range For multi-page documents, specifies the range of pages on which the
object will be placed.
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A “scaled-to-format” result.
The logo has been scaled to the page size during placement.

An example of a non-scaled-to-format result.
The logo has been placed in the document at its original size.
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Place mail stamp
This Action adds a mail stamp to the document. You can also
specify whether to output a user-definable number and/or
the current date at the same time.
As this Action uses HTML templates as a basis, you can also
create your own layouts or edit existing ones. The corre-
sponding template folder can be found in the menu at the
bottom left of the Switchboard Action.

Stamp template Round or square stamp

Internal number You can enter any number here

Current date Adds the current system date

Placement Coordinates where the object is to be placed.

Offset Offsets the object relative to the parameters
given under “Placement”. Values should be en-
tered in the form of coordinates, giving x and y
values relative to the reference point given un-
der “Placement”. This means that values such
as “-5” are also valid.

Page range For multi-page documents, specifies the range
of pages on which the object will be placed.
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Choose “Mouse selection” to set the placement. The selected
reference point will be indicated with an orange “plus” sym-
bol.

The final result with stamp placed.
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Place letter background
The “Letter background” Action allows you to add letter tem-
plates to existing documents.
These can be added on top of or below the document.

You can also provide a first and second page in the letter tem-
plate. The first page of the template will then be placed only
on the first page of the PDF being processed, while the sec-
ond template page will be used for all subsequent pages.

Before/after example with sample letter 1
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Before/after example with sample letter 2
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Managing letter head templates
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Using “Manage letter head templates” in the menu at the
bottom left of the Switchboard Action, you can add your own
templates.

To load newly added templates, you must first click Back to
leave the Action, then open the Action again.
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Add summary page
The “Add summary page” Switchboard action creates a cover
sheet with information about the document as a whole:

• Title
• Creation date
• Modification date
• Author
• Number of pages

Choose a template to use.
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Click “Manage template” from the menu in the lower-left cor-
ner to open the HTML template being used and to edit it as
required.
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Add divider page
The “Add divider page” Switchboard Action lets you add
pages at specific points within a document.

You can customize the page to be inserted by editing a HTML-
based template file. The corresponding folder can be found
in the menu at the bottom left of the Switchboard window.

Results with divider page shown in Acrobat:
A new page has been added after every four pages.
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Move objects
The “Move objects” Switchboard Action lets you move the
following object types:

“Text”, “Vectors”, “Text and vectors” and “Images”.

First, use the cursor to draw a box around the objects to be
moved. Next, define the offset by which the selected objects
are to be moved.
By filtering the object types, the Action can also be applied
only to specific types of objects.
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Once the Fixup is applied, the objects will be moved by the
specified offset .
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Working with XMP
Metadata and PDF/A
files
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Extension schema editor

About custom metadata and pdfaPilot's XMP
Extension Schema editor

If a user wants to add custom metadata to a PDF/A file, an ex-
tension schema is required that covers this custom property.

callas pdfaPilot comes with its own XMP Extension schema
editor, which can be accessed via the action "Extension
schema editor" in the "Metadata" section in the Switchboard.
Here you can have a look at predefined schemas, data fields
and value types or create your own to be embedded during
conversion to PDF/A. You can also capture properties which
are present in the document metadata.

Create and Manage PDF/A compatible XMP
extension schemas

Open the Extension Schema Editor in callas pdfaPIlot.
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A new window opens with a long list of Extension Schema
Properties:

Switch to the list of Extension Schemas:
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A Schema is a container for an arbitrary number of proper-
ties. First you will have to create your own schema that will
later take your properties. Click on the left of the three icons
on top of the list in order to switch to the list of Extension
Schemas. Then click on the green [+] icon at the bottom of
the window.

Define your Schema

A new window opens that lets you define your schema.

Give the schema a name that describes its area of application
and a unique namespace URI:
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The namespace URI is intended to be a unique string so that
the schema can be identified. Therefore it is common prac-
tice to use a domain name that belongs to the organisation
which is defining the Extension Schema. That reduces the
propability does another organisation would use the same
namespace. Note that it is neither required nor recommend-
ed that the namespace URI is in fact a website.

Define a prefix for the Extension Schema that will work as an
abbreviation within the XMP metadata stream and enter a
description for the Extension Schema. Mark the Extension
Schema as ready to use, otherwise pdfaPilot would not use
it. Save the Extension Schema:
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The new schema will now show up in the Extension Shema
list:
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Extension Schema Property View

Switch to the Extension Schemas Properties view:

Click on the middle icon above the list of Extension Schemas
in order to switch to the list of properties. Click at the green
[+] icon in order to create a new property.

A new window opens that lets you define a property. Select
the Extension Schema that you have just created:
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The Namespace URI and the Prefix are listed accordingly. En-
ter name, display name and category for the new property:

Note: The category defines whether it is user data (External)
or rather technical internal information (Internal).
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The value type is either a simple value type, an open or
closed choice or a structured type. For a simple value type
leave the first pop up empty:
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callas pdfaPilot lets you even define your own structured val-
ue types, .e.g in order to save machine data or an address
(consisting of a name, a street, a city etc.). In order to define
your own types you will have to use the right icon above the
list of properties. Any type you will define there can be select-
ed here. This is, however, not described in this document.

The last pop up is the actual type. In most cases "Text" is cor-
rect:
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You can use any word of the Extension Schema or the proper-
ty in order to filter the properties in the list:
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You can now use the Metadata fields in a PDF file and pdfaPi-
lot will automatically embed the Extension Schema for all en-
tries that show up in a PDF file when it is converted to PDF/A.

But you can even define your own data types or structures in
XMP, read below how you can do that with pdfaPilot.

Defining data types or structures in XMP

Select the value type list in the Extension Schema editor and
click on + in order to create a new value type:

A new window opens that lets you define the value type
properties:
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Fill out the first rows with proper values. Lets create a value
type for the address of the presenter. The address should
consist of three properties. Click on the + in order to add field
to the address type. You may also use the Pop-Up in order to
add an existing field.

Enter the values for a street name. Use the + again in order to
add more fields, for example, postal code and city:
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Now go back to the properties view and add a new property
by clicking on +:
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You may now use the new value type for a new property in
the existing namespace:

You may even use a structure e.g. if a presenter could have
more than just one address, in this case you should use bag:
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Finding Extension Schemas

Created extension schemas are stored in your pdfaPilot user
folder within "PDFAExtSchema/Custom.pdfaschema". These
can be used in the CLI/Server version by copying the file to
the appropriate folder (e.g. "/.callas software gmbh/callas
pdfaPilot <version>/PDFAExtSchema" on Unix).
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Inserting XMP Metadata into PDFs
using callas pdfaPilot Desktop
This page describes how callas pdfaPilot can be used in order
to insert XMP Metadata into PDF files. It will make use of vari-
ables in order to dynamically adapt the values.

Insert XMP Metadata into PDF files

Open the profiles window in the callas pdfaPilot main menu:

In the new window create a new profile:
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A new window opens. In the left column select Fixups and
click on the blue icon in order to create a new fixup:
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The fixup editor window opens:

Enter "xmp" into the filter field, and select "Set XMP Metada-
ta fields" from the filtered list:
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Enter a proper namespace URI, an appropriate namespace
prefix, name and value for the XMP Metadata property:
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If you want to adapt the value whenever you are using the fix-
up, use a variable instead of a fixed value. Click on the orange
icon on the right hand side:

A new window opens that lets you define a variable. Give the
variable a name, a display name and a default value for the
variable and save by clicking OK. This name can be used in
pdfaPilot CLI or pdfaPilot SDK in order to modify the values
during runtime:
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Now the variable data is inserted instead of a fixed value. You
may use the [+] and [-] icons in order to define more or fewer
properties:

Define a name for the fixup and save by clicking OK:
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The new fixup shows up in the profile editor:
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Define a name for the profile and save by clicking OK:

Executing the profile

In order to apply the new fixup open any PDF and execute the
profile:
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A dialog opens that lets you define the value for the property.
You can overwrite the default value:
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Save the new PDF:

In the result view you can see that the new property and the
adapted value has been inserted:
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Installation and activation of pdfaPi-
lot Server/CLI
pdfaPilot CLI may be used to analyse files or to analyse and
convert to PDF/A (if possible).

System requirements

The command line version of pdfaPilot is available for the fol-
lowing operating systems:

• Mac (Intel): macOS , version 10.7 or newer, 64-bit-
compliant

• Windows:
• Windows 7 or newer
• Windows Server 2008 R2 or newer

• Linux: The minimum required Linux OS versions are
shown below (Linux OS versions with a higher number
are always supported as well):

• Debian 7 (and derivates like Ubuntu 12.x )
• RedHat RHEL6 (and derivates like CentOS6)
• SuSE SLES11 (and derivates like OpenSuSE11)
• Note: other Linux distributions are also supported if

the version of the glibc is at least v2.10

• Solaris (Sparc and Intel): Solaris 10 (v5.10) or newer
• AIX (PPC): AIX 5.3 (oslevel 5300-07) or newer

You can easily test if pdfaPilot CLI is working on your system:
Just type pdfaPilot --help in the terminal.

There are 64 bit versions of pdfaPilot CLI available for MacOS,
Windows and Linux. pdfaPilot CLI does also run on 64 bit sys-
tems if the required 32 bit compatibility packages are avail-
able.

at least 2 GB RAM
at least 10 GB of free Disk Space

Hardware recommendations

pdfaPilot does not have extensive hardware requirements, so
a decent computer should usually satisfy for processing PDF
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files. Concrete requirements depend very much on the com-
plexity of the files and the operations to be performed. Some
general recommendations are:

• For any PDF processes (checking and/or fixing) informa-
tion about all PDF objects has to be available to the en-
gine. The size of the RAM memory needs to be big enough
for all such objects. If possible the size of the RAM should
be not too small, especially for complex PDF files with
many pages.

• Any operations will include reading and writing to "disc".
Faster storage devices therefore speed up the process
and processing will take advantage of using SSDs or simi-
lar.

• pdfaPilot allows for parallel processing. This will, howev-
er, only result in faster processing if the number of cores
is higher than the number of parallel processes. It is rec-
ommended to have at least one additional core for sys-
tem processes.

Examples:

EntrEntry-Ly-Leevvel:el:

Dual-Core Processor
4GB RAM
160 GB SATA hard disc

Mid-RMid-Rangange:e:

Quad-Core Processor
8GB RAM
500 GB SATA SSD

Installing the software

MacintMacintosh/Windoosh/Windowsws
To install the software start the pdfaPilot Server installer. The
installation program will then take you through the neces-
sary steps.

Linux/Solaris/AIXLinux/Solaris/AIX
Extract all files from the archive to a destination folder of
your choice.
For automation purposes you should set the PATH variable to
the path of the pdfaPilot CLI executable.
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Additional information is provided in <pdfaPilot CLI directo-
ry>/ReadMe.txt

Activation

Before callas pdfaPilot CLI can be used, the software has to
be activated.

Request an activation code

Open a terminal window and change to your pdfaPilot CLI in-
stallation directory. Type:

pdfaPilot --keycode [--aws] <name> <company> <licenseCode>

Parameters

name Name of licensee (e.g. "Registered User")

company Name of company (e.g. "User's company")

licencecode Licence key obtained from the registration card or the License.pdf provided by
callas or the reseller.
To make a request for a trial version, please use the keword "trial" (for a pdfaPilot
trial version) for this parameter
The textual output of --keycode has to be send via e-mail to the e-mail address
named in the text in order to receive an activation code from the registration server.

aws For installation on Amazon Web Services (using Windows, Linux 32bit and 64bit)

The textual output of --keycode has to be send via e-mail to
the e-mail address named in the text in order to receive an
activation code from the registration server.

Activating pdfaPilot CLI

After having received the automatical reply e-mail to the acti-
vation request, save the attached licence file to the file sys-
tem. Then use the following command:

pdfaPilot --activate <activation file>
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If no response is received or in the event of an error, please
contact support@callassoftware.com to determine the exact
cause.

PlePlease notase note:e:
The Activation.pdf (or the content of the e-mail) can only be
used for activation for 48 hours.
After this timeframe, a new Activation.pdf has to be request-
ed from the activation server.

Parameters

activation file Full path to Activation PDF

If your SPAM filter has removed the attachment, you can cre-
ate a new empty text file and copy all lines from the e-mail
that are starting with an "@" into the text file. Save it as a
UTF-8 encoded plain text file with the name “Activation.txt".
This text file can now be used in the exact same fashion as
described above for the Activation PDF.

It is necessary to activate the received license file to get a per-
mantent valid license file.

The license file received from the activation server must be
activated within the timeframe listed in the license file.

The activated license file will be stored in the user-
preferences when the normal activation (command above) is
used.

To create an activated license file at a custom location, just
use the following command:

pdfaPilot --activate <licence file> -o=<path to result folder/License.txt>

pdfaPilot CLI is searching for the license file at various fold-
ers:

• user-preferences-folder of actual user
• next to the pdfaPilot CLI binary
• cachefolder (if set)
• user-preferences-folder for all users (shared)

When using UNIX-based-systems the environment variable
CALLAS_SYSTEM_PREFERENCES the path of the standard
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/usr/share/callas software/callas pdfaPilot CLI can be
changed:

CALLAS_SYSTEM_PREFERENCES=tmp

would result in the searchpath: /tmp/callas software/callas
pdfaPilot CLI

It is highly recommended to use the option --cachefolder in-
stead.

Time-limited trial version

After requesting and entering a trial activation code, pdfaPi-
lot CLI can be tested without any restrictions. When the eval-
uation period has expired, processing PDF files will no longer
be possible until you request and enter a new activation
code.

Activation using the Standalone application

Using Windows and MacOS, also the activation dialog of the
Standalone Application can be used for requesting an activa-
tion as well as using a Keycode or just for a trial version. Also
the activation itself can be done using that Interface.

All activations (for Desktop, Server as well as for the De-
viceLink Addons) can be done using this dialog.

Deactivate pdfaPilot using the CLI

As the activation (and the resulting license file) is bound to
the hardware. It is necessary to deactivate a license on one
machine before an activation takes place on the new ma-
chine.

pdfaPilot --deactivate <activation code>

activation code Unique identifier for each license

The respective license will be removed from the system
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To complete the deactivation, the output of the command
has to be sent manually to the activation server by e-mail.

The activation code for all license are listed using the status
command:

pdfaPilot --status

Deactivation using the Standalone application

Similar to the deactivation using the CLI, the Desktop on Win-
dows and MacOS can be used for deactivation.

The selected license will be removed from the system as well
and the necessary e-mail to the activation server will be sent
automatically.
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Displaying program information
– Hints and trouble shooting

Displaying program information

Display program version

pdfaPilot --version

will display the currently used version of pdfaPilot CLI.

Display usage information

pdfaPilot --help

will give you a complete overview about all available com-
mands for processing.

pdfaPilot --help <command>

will give you an overview about all available options for the
command.

Display status

pdfaPilot --status

will inform you about the current license state as well as the
possible return and reason codes (see "Results").
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Hints and troubleshooting

Ensure sufficient free disk space

To ensure stable processing, it is recommended to have at
least 4 times of the input file size of processed files available
for intermediate file system storage (e.g. /tmp on Unix and
similar on other systems).

Avoid stopping workflows on Windows

On Windows, you can prevent your workflow from stopping
in case of a pdfaPilot CLI crash by setting the following reg-
istry entry:

HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\
SYSTEM\
CurrentControlSet\
Control\
Windows\
ErrorMode

If ErrorMode is set to "2”, crash dialogs will be suppressed.
For further details, see: http://support.microsoft.com/kb/
128642/en-us?fr=1

Limiting the maximum memory used by pdfaPilot

Using Linux, you can limit the amount of memory used by a
single process by an additional parameter:

--maxmemory=<max. memory in MB>

Processing will stop and result in an error if memory is ex-
ceeded.
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Limitation of concurrent processes

If the StdOut of the command line indicates "Maximum num-
ber of parallel processes allowed by license already running;
waiting until one of the current processes terminates" (be-
fore pdfaPilot 8: "Waiting for CPU"), the maximum number of
parallel processes is reached. A default Server/CLI license al-
lows up to 8 parallel processes. To run more than 8 processes
simultaneously, an unlimited license is required.

Performance enhancement

If you want to enhance the performance of your pdfaPilot CLI
processes, please keep in mind the following rules:

For embedding missing fonts your system font folder will be
scanned unless defined otherwise (see "Font Embedding").
pdfaPilot will create a font cache to improve the performance
time, but still it might be useful to remove fonts that are not
needed from this directory.

If you are using any font embedding fixups, your system font
folder will be scanned unless defined otherwise in the fixup
configuration. A font cache will be created to improve the
performance time, but still it might be useful to remove fonts
that are not needed from this directory.

Creation of XML or PDF reports takes less time than the XSLT
option (see "Report types").

Creation of reports takes additional time even if a profile
contains only fixups, an analysis will be executed for gather-
ing report information.

Optimization of needed installation space

To reduce the pace needed by the installation of pdfsPilot, it
is possible to delete some subfolders of the CLI component
(in subfolder /cli) if their respective functions are not needed
in the individual use case.

To avoid processing errors or unexpected behaviour of
pdfaPilot any modification should be done well-considered.
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etc/Actions If no Arrange action is used

etc/APDFL If no font embedding or PDF/A conversion is used (or if font situation is
clear)

etc/Backgrounds If no layer/image mask report is used

etc/Certify If no preflight certification is used

etc/ColorConver-
sion

If no color conversion is used

etc/HtmlConverter If no PDF report based on HTML template is used

etc/Inventory If no inventory report is used

etc/MailConverter If no e-mails are processed

etc/PDFOfficeTool If no Office-files are processed

etc/PDFPSTool If no PostScript-files are processed

etc/Reports If no PDF/A-HTML Report or ZUGFeRD is used

etc/TPex If no tagged PDF to HTML/EPUB export is used

etc/UnpackTool If no archive files are processed

etc/Visualizer If no Comparison is used

Get in touch

If some necessary information is not provided by this manual
or if there are any questions or feedback please contact the
product management by using the "Contact Support" form
on www.callassoftware.com.

You can also send an e-mail to support@callassoftware.com.

If you file a bug report please make sure your inquiry con-
tains the following information:

• operating system
• pdfaPilot version (call pdfaPilot --version)
• command line call
• original PDF (please delete unnecessary pages to avoid

long file transfers), used profiles or configuration files
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• converted PDF (if available)

You can also visit the support section on
www.callassoftware.com to get answers to common ques-
tions or find a reseller near you. The latter might be useful if
you want to send a support request that is neither in English
nor German.
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Converting office documents to PDF
or PDF/A

Input files from Office applications

pdfaPilot CLI is able to convert common file formats from Of-
fice applications directly to PDF/A. For more information and
a list of supported applications and files have a look at:
http://www.callassoftware.com/goto/apl_ENU_topdf

• Note: Office file conversion is currently not supported on
Solaris and AIX systems.

Forced use of OpenOffice

--topdf_forceopenoffice

When defined, Microsoft Office files are processed with
OpenOffice (or LibreOffice if installed).

Create PDF for print

--topdf_print

The PDF will be created with image resolution sufficient for
printing, thus leading to larger files.

Excel-Sheets without removing white space

--topdf_useexcelpagelayout

Use Excel page layout, white space will not be removed.

Special handling for MS Office files

--topdf_parameter=[ShowHiddenColumns|ShrinkToFit|PrintQualityAndComments]
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Special parameters to achieve some special layouts for MS
Office files.

Parameters

ShowHiddenColumns Show
columns
which are
not visi-
ble due to
small
width or
other set-
tings. (for
Office
files
processed
with MS
Excel on-
ly)

ShrinkToFit Shrinks
the con-
tent of a
cell so
that the
content
fits in-
side. (for
Office
files
processed
with MS
Excel on-
ly)

When --topdf_useexcelpagelayout is used, this parameter will
not be respected.

PrintQualityAndComments Images will
have bigger
resolu-tions
and com-
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ments/an-
notations
(e.g. from
tracking
changes)
will be in-
cluded as
well (for Of-
fice files pro-
cessed with
MS Word on-
ly; can not
be com-
bined with --
topdf_print).

Logging of dialogs in defined log file

--topdf_guiactionslog=<path>

Parameters

path Path to folder or logfile.

All dialogs occuring during processing the office file will be
logged within this file.

• Note: !See internet page (listed above) for further infor-
mation about handling of dialogs from office applica-
tions.
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General command line options
Usually pdfaPilot CLI is started with:

pdfaPilot <PDF file>

Input file

May be one or a number of input files (PDF or Office files) to
be analysed and converted.

If an input file spec is pointing to an existing folder, all files in-
side this folder are processed:

Process folders recursively

--recursive

If the file spec for the input file is pointing to an existing fold-
er all PDF files inside the folder on all levels are processed

Empty the font cache

--emptyfontcache

Removes all font files from the font cache folder of pdfaPilot
CLI.

Incremental saving

--incremental

Allows to modify the input file, only writing the changes to
the original PDF. This can increase the speed significantly
since pdfaPilot CLI does not need to create a new copy of the
file.
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PDF structure and font optimization

--nooptimization

The internal PDF structure and fonts are not optimized when
saving the PDF file.PDF structure and font optimization

Analyze only

-a --analyze

The input file is not being converted but is analyzed whether
it is PDF/A compliant.

Analyze only certain pagerange

-p --pagerange=<firstpage>[-<lastpage>]

Only applied when analyzing not when converting PDF files.

• Note: When converting non-PDF documents the page
range of the original document can be specified.

Parameters

firstpage Page
where
analysis
should
start

lastpage optional,
page
where
analysis
should
end
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Example:

--pagerange=5-33

Setting the cache folder

--cachefolder=<path>

Sets the cache folder path. This is set by default to:

WindoWindows:ws:
%AppData%\callas software\callas pdfaPilot CLI 6

MacintMacintosh:osh:
/Users/<USERNAME>/Library/Preferences/callas software/
callas pdfaPilot CLI 6

Unix:Unix:
home directory as defined in /etc/passwd/.callas software/
callas pdfaPilot CLI

• Note: This option is mandatory when running the CLI as a
user without a home directory.

Parameters

path absolute path to custom cache folder
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PDF/A specific command line options

PDF/A Compliancy level

--level=<level>

You can define which PDF/A level you need (default is 1b).

Parameters

level 3b, 3u, 3a,
2b, 2u, 2a,
1b or 1a

Deactivate removal of non-compliant metadata

--noxmpremoval

Normally, XMP Metadata which is not compliant with PDF/A is
removed during conversion. This switch prevents the re-
moval.

Force Conversion to PDF/A

Due to several reasons a regular conversion may not result in
a valid PDF/A document. To ensure conversion 3 additional
steps can be per-formed after a normal conversion if a file
can not be converted to PDF/A within this first step. The order
they will be performed is as listed below. After each step the
resulting file is checked for compatibility with the choosen
standard. Each step is optional.

--forceconversion_reconvert

Performs a re-conversion of the PDF via PostScript.

--forceconversion_pagestoimages
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Convert pages with problems into images, while converting
the text is transmuted into invisible text, which is correctly
positioned to keep the text available for marking and copy-
ing.

--forceconversion_doctoimages

Convert all pages into images, while converting the text is
transmuted into invisible text, which is correctly positioned
to keep the text available for marking and copying.

--forceconversion_resolution=<resolution in ppi>

Image resolution in ppi used for the rendered content. (De-
fault = 100 ppi).

Font folders

If a font is not embedded and an embedding is required by a
PDF/A-con-version or a profile, pdfaPilot CLI will search the
system font directories in order to find the needed font file,
which are:

Windows • C:\Windows\Fonts

Macintosh • /Users/<user>/Library/
Fonts

• /Library/Fonts
• /System/Library/Fonts

Linux, Solaris Sparc, Solaris
x86, AIX

• /usr/lib/X11/fonts
• /usr/local/X11R6/lib/

X11/fonts
• /usr/share/fonts
• /<user home>/.fonts

Additionally the font folder installed together with pdfaPilot
CLI will be searched. This folder lies next to the executable in
"<callas pdfaPilot CLI directory>\etc\APDFL\Resource\Font".
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ICC-profiles folders

The following folders are searched for required ICC-profiles,
unless they are already contained in the .kfpx-profile already.
These folders lies next to the executable in:

• "<callas pdfaPilot CLI directory>\etc\ICC profiles"
• "<callas pdfaPilot CLI directory>\etc\APDFL\Resource\

Color\Profiles"

Some system folders for colors are searched addtionally:

• MacOS:
"\Library\Application Support\Adobe\Color"

• Windows:
"\Windows\system32\spool\drivers\color"

Set a processing timeout

--timeout=<seconds>

Sets the maximum processing time in seconds. If the process
exceeds this duration, the execution process will be killed
and the processing will result in an error.
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File content command line options

Deactivate transparency flattening

--notransparencyflattening

This switches off both flattening of any contained trans-
parency and setting the blend color space to sRGB.

Add XMP metadata

--addxmp=<path>

The XMP metadata is merged into any existing XMP metada-
ta.

Parameters

path Path to an
XMP file

Add bookmarks

--addbookmarks=<path>

The bookmarks are embedded into the PDF file.

Parameters

path Path to an
XML file
containing
book--
marks
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Set the OutputIntent

-i --OutputIntent=<path>

Path to a PDF file with an OutputIntent – forces use of this
OutputIntent.

Parameters

path Path to an
OutputIntent

Define ICC profiles

CMYK

--defaultprofile_cmyk=<path>

The given profile is embedded as the default profile making
device depen-dent CMYK page objects device independent.

Parameters

path Path to a
CMYK ICC
profile

RGB

--defaultprofile_rgb=<path>

The given profile is embedded as the default profile making
device depen-dent RGB page objects device independent.
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Parameters

path Path to an
RGB ICC
profile

Gray

--defaultprofile_gray=<path>

The given profile is embedded as the default profile making
device depen-dent Gray page objects device independent.

Parameters

path Path to a
Gray ICC
profile
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Font embedding command line op-
tions
If a font is not embedded pdfaPilot CLI will search the sys-
tem's font direc-tories in order to find the needed font file,
which are:

Windows • • C:\Windows\Fonts

Macintosh • •
/Users/<user>/Library/
Fonts

• • /Library/Fonts
• • /System/Library/

Fonts

Linux, So-
laris
Sparc, So-
laris x86,
AIX

• • /usr/lib/X11/fonts
• • /usr/local/X11R6/lib/

X11/fonts
• • /usr/share/fonts
• • /<user home>/.fonts

Additionally the font folder installed together with pdfaPilot
CLI will be searched. This folder lies next to the executable in
"<callas pdfaPilot CLI directory>\etc\APDFL\Resource\Font".

Define an additional font folder

--fontfolder=<path>

Additional folder to look up fonts for embedding.

Parameters

path Path to
config file
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Example:

--fontfolder="C:\AdditionalFonts"

• Note: You can force pdfaPilot CLI to only scan the folder
defined by --fontfolder (and not search the system's font

folders) by using the option --fontonly.

Substitute fonts

--substitute[=<path>]

Font substitution can be used when the original fonts used in
a PDF file are not available. By default, the font substitution
file pdfa.cfg stored in "etc/FontSubstitution/" provides the
basis for substitution.

Alternatively, you can also enter a custom path to a fontsub-
stitution file, e.g.:

--substitute=C:\fontsubstitution.cfg

If you want to switch off font substitution completely, just
hand over an invalid value, e.g.:

--substitute=no

Parameters

path Optional,
path to
config file

The following notations are allowed in the fontsubstitu-
tion.cfg:
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SubstituteAll

Each font can be substituted by every other font of the entry.

SubstituteAll<tab>fontname<tab>fontname<tab>fontname...

SubstituteFirst

Only the first font of the entry can be substituted by the fol-
lowing fonts.

SubstituteFirst<tab>font to be substituted<tag>fontname <tab>...
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Creating file packages
Some PDF standards allows the embedding of PDF- and also
non-PDF-files into another PDF file. Sometime these filepack-
ages are also called collections. Using pdfaPilot CLI it is pos-
sible to create such file packages from a complete folder or to
define different ways how a file which shall be embedded is
handled. In general a file package is created with --collection
This will create an index document, which lists all embedded
files from the given folder. Also an existing folder structure
will be respected

--collection <folder>

In general a file package is created with --collection This will
create an index document, which lists all embedded files.

--collection <file> [<file>]

Settings for file embedding

--collection [--embedinto=[target],<file>] [--embedfile=
[target,[relationship],<file>] [--embedwithlink= [area,<file>]

--embedinto

It is possible to use own templates or normal PDF for embed-
ding files. The standard for the file where other files will be
embedded can be defined using the conversion target (see
below). If no file is defined, an index file is created. Instead of
using a destination file, also a folder containing a HTML-
based Template with an index.html can be used as destina-
tion. The overview page of all embedded files will be created
with the layout defined within this template then.

Parameters

target A3b, A3u,
A3a, A2b,
A2u, A2a,
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A1b, A1a
or No (De-
fault)

--embedfile

Also for files to embed a conversion target can be defined us-
ing the con-version target. For PDF/A-3 standards also a rela-
tionship entry for each embedded file can be set.

Parameters

target A3b, A3u,
A3a, A2b,
A2u, A2a,
A1b, A1a,
PDF or No
(Default)

Using the target "No", no conversion to PDF is done. (Only
available for embedded files.)

relationship Source, Da-
ta, Alterna-
tive,
Supple--
ment, Un-
specified
(Default)

--embedwithlink

Alternatively, files can be embedded with defining an area in
the contain-ing document, where a link to the contained file
is created. No conversion will take place with the file to em-
bed.

Parameters
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area X1,X2,Y1,Y2[pt,
in, cm, mm]

Defines a rectangular area, based on the lower left corner of
the page, where a link to the embedded file is inserted. De-
fault unit is pt.

• Note: The "--embedwithlink" function is not supported
when using an HTML-based template for the creation of
the overview page.

Example:

--collection --embedinto=A3b,<PDF file> --embedfile=A3b, Alternative,<file> --
embedfile=A2b,Source,<Office file> --embedfile=No,Data,<file>

--collection --embedinto=A3b,<path to HTML template folder> <folder with files to
create a collection from> -o=<path to result PDF>
--collection --embedwithlink=10,10,100,100,<file> --
embedwithlink=10mm,100mm,100mm,200mm,<file>
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Converting e-mail files to PDF
Some common e-mail file formats (MSG, EML, EMLX) are sup-
ported for conversion to PDF. Some PDF standards do not al-
low embedding files (like PDF/A-1) but other allows the em-
bedding of PDF- (PDF/A-2) and also non-PDF-files (PDF/A-3)
into another PDF file. To match these different targets, using
pdfaPilot CLI it is possible to define variety of different set-
tings for handling attach-ments of e-mails. In general a PDF is
created with --emailtopdf This will create a PDF containing all
attachments, those who can be con-verted as PDF (like Office
files or images), all other in ther native format.

--emailtopdf <e-mail file>

Settings for e-mail conversion

--emailtopdf
[--level=<level>]
[--attachments=<parameter>,<parameter>,...]
[--onerror=<parameter>]
[--embedsource]
[--noembed=<file type>,<file type>,...]
[--noconvert=<file type>,<file type>,...]
--template=<path to folder>
<e-mail file>

--level

You can define the required PDF/A level (default is no PDF/A
conversion).

Parameters

level A3b, A3u,
A3a, A2b,
A2u, A2a,
A1b, A1a or
No (de-
fault: no)
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--attachments

Depending on the defined parameter, attachments will not
be embedded or embedded in their original file format, con-
verted to PDF or as pages. The parameters can be combined
comma separated.

Parameters

IGNORE Attachments
will be ig-
nored and
not convert-
ed or at-
tached

ORIGINAL Attachments
will be em-
bedded in
their origi-
nal file for-
mat

PDF Attachments
will be con-
verted to
PDF (if pos-
sible) (De-
fault)

PAGES Attachments
will be con-
verted (if
possible)
and at-
tached as
additional
pages to the
e-mail con-
tent
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--onerror

If an attachment can not be converted to PDF, this setting al-
lows the defi-nition of handling such e-mail files.

Parameters

ABORT Aborts pro-
cessing if
an attach-
ment can
not be con-
verted to
PDF

SKIP Attachment
will be
skipped
and report-
ed on the
CLI.

FALLBACK Attachment
will be em-
bedded in
original file
format, if it
can not be
converted
to PDF. If a
PDF/A-level
has been
selected,
PDF/A-3
with the re-
spective
sublevel
will be
used. (De-
fault)
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--embedsource

The e-mail-file itself will also be embedded in the resulting
PDF.

--noembed

RegEx expression for file type extensions for attachments,
which will not be embedded or converted to PDF although is
attached to the e-mail file. Samples for valid RegEx (RegEx is
case-sensitive, "(?i)" will make it case-insensitive. --
noembed=".*.vir" matches extension "vir" in small letters --
noembed=".*.(VIR|EXE)" matches the listed extensions in big
letters --noembed="(?i).*.VIR" matches all possible variations
of "VIR"

--noconvert

RegEx expression for file type extensions for attachments,
which will not be embedded or converted to PDF although is
attached to the e-mail file. See --noembed for RegEx sam-
ples.

--template

It is possible to create own HTML-Template and Cascading
Style Sheets (CSS) to adjust the visual appearance of the cre-
ated PDF.
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Creating HTML or EPUB

Creating HTML from tagged PDF

Converts a tagged PDF file into HTML, which can be opened
in a browser to check the tagging strukture or viewing the
content in various styles.

--createhtml <PDF file>

It is possible to create own Cascading Style Sheets (CSS) to
adjust the visual appearance of the created EPUB.

--stylefolder=<path to folder>

By adjusting the <tag-and-attrib-processing.cfg> in the /con-
fig folder of the predefined templates, it is possible to sup-
press tags or attri-butes or their content as well as replacing
tags or attributes by other tags or attributes.

Creating EPUB from tagged PDF

Converts a tagged PDF file into EPUB, which is the standard
format for eBooks.

--createepub <PDF file>

Defining the EPUB level will result in the respective standard
conformance.

--level=[2|3]

When one or more tags are defined, new chapters will be cre-
ated at these contents.

--chapter=[TAG,][TAG,]...

It is possible to create own Cascading Style Sheets (CSS) to
adjust the visual appearance of the created EPUB.

--stylefolder=<path to folder>
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The visual appearance of the created EPUB files can easily
adjusted by modifying a CSS-file. Predefined templates are
located in the folder ../var/Actions/TaggedPDF/ExportEPUB.
By changing the values in the CSS, the resulting EPUB can be
adopted to individual needs. By adjusting the <tag-and-
attrib-processing.cfg> in the /config folder of the predefined
templates, it is possible to suppress tags or attri-butes or
their content as well as replacing tags or attributes by other
tags or attributes.
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Creating ZUGFeRD invoices
The German e-invoicing standard ZUGFeRD (Central User
Guide Forum electronic Invoice Germany) defines a docu-
ment, which contains an invoice in a human readable (PDF/
A-3) and a machine readable format (XML). By using the PDF/
A-3 standard the created file satisfies long-term archiving
regulations. With pdfaPilot it is possible to embed such an
ZUGFeRD-XML file (cre-ated by an electronic billing or ac-
counting system) into a PDF, setting the required ZUGFeRD-
XMP metadata and making the PDF a valid PDF/A-3 in one
run.

Create a ZUGFeRD invoice using an invoice PDF and an in-
voice XML:

--zugferd --create=<ZUGFeRD XML file> <PDF file>

Adding a GiroCode during creation with a ZUGFeRD invoice
using an invoice PDF and an invoice XML (GiroCode data will
be determined from XML file):

--zugferd --create=<ZUGFeRD XML file>
--girocode=<lower left x>,<lower left y>,<size>,<unit>,<pagenumber>
<PDF file>

Parameters for GiroCode:

lower left x Position
from the
lower left
on x axis

lower left y Position
from the
lower left
on y axis

size Size of re-
sulting
GiroCode
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(always
quadratic)

unit Optional
unit for co-
ordiantes
and size:
mm, inch,
pt (default:
mm)

pagenumber Page,
where the
GiroCode
will be po-
sitioned

Validate a PDF and the containing XML against the ZUGFeRD
specification:

--zugferd <PDF file>

Extract the embedded XML from a ZUGFeRD PDF file:

--zugferd --extract <PDF file>

Create several reports from a ZUGFeRD invoice:

--zugferd --export=[<option>,<option>,...]
[--resolution=<resolution in ppi>]
[--imgformat=<image format>]
<PDF file>

Options for ZUGFeRD reports:

NOPDFIMAGE No im-
ages from
the PDF
pages
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NOXML XML in-
voice is
not ex-
tracted

NOHTML No HTML
view of
the XML

NOHTMLSYNOPSIS No syn-
opsis of
PDF im-
ages and
XML

NOVALIDATIONREPORT No
ZUGFeRD
validation
report

Addtional parameters for the export of PDFIMAGES:

RESOLUTION
IN PPI

optional,
resolution
in ppi or
width x
height in
pixel, e.g.
1024x800
(default:
72)

IMGFORMAT optional,
JPEG,
PNG, TIFF,
PDF

(default:
JPEG)
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Report creation and command line
output

Report creation

For each pdfaPilot CLI run several reports may be generated
by inserting --report or -r switches into the pdfaPilot call. Fol-
lowing all options and reporttypes are listed. The options of -
-report are treated case insensi-tive and have to be separated
by commas.

--report=[<type>,][<trigger>,][<options>,]<PATH=path>

Parameters

type Optional, see "Report types and their options"

trigger Optional, see "Report triggers"

options Optional, see "Report types and their options"

path Optional, see "Report path"

Report types and their options

HTML (default)

A html file is created. The format may be modified by com-
bining this option with other options. It can be opened by
any webbrowser.

Additional options for HTML reports

All following switches may be simultaneously used in order
to add differ-ent types of additional content.
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NOICONS Create a
report
without
any im-
ages

NOCORRECTIONS Do not log
corrections

NODETAILS Suppress
details for
the oc-
curences

OPENRESULT All entries
in the re-
port are
opened in
Initial view
(closed by
default if
JavaScript
is enabled)

Set the path for referenced objects

--linkpath

HTML reports are generated without exporting referenced
objects. This option requires a path (URL) to a folder where
the referenced objects reside (Default: folder "\etc\report-
template" in pdfaPilot CLI directory)

Example:

--linkpath="file:\\\Programme\pdfaPilot\etc\reporttemplate"
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Customize your report

If you create a HTML report, you can completely customize it
by adapting the CSS-File to your needs. You can even ex-
change the pictures.

You can find all material used for the HTML reports within the
folder "\etc\reporttemplate" in your pdfaPilot CLI directory.

XML

XML file which is intended to be processed with software
(parsers). The scheme of the XML report structure can be
found within the xsd-file stored in "\var\XMLV2 report
schema\".

MHT

A mht file is created. MHT is a data format created by Mi-
crosoft which offers the possibility to include all resources
(like style sheets, images and JavaScripts) to be included in
one file. This file type can only be read by Internet Explorer.

TEMPLATE

TEMPLATE=<path>

path Path to template folder (or respective index.html direct-
ly) PDF overview reports are created based on a style defined
in a HTML/CSS template. A predefined template can be found
in the Server/CLI path: ../var/Reports/Templates

Report triggers

ALWAYS Always
create a
report
(default)
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IFNOPDFA Create a
report
only if the
file can--
not be
converted
to PDF/A

IFPDFA Create a
report
only if the
file can
be con-
verted to
PDF/A

Report path

--report=<Report type>,<Report options>,PATH=<Path>

Full path of report file – the report path must not contain any
commas.

• Note: PATH= must always be the last element.

Example:

--report=HTML,NOICONS,OPENRESULT,PATH=C:\Sample.html

Set the report language

-l --language=<language>

Defines the language in which the report is generated. De-
fault language is English (en). The language is specified by us-
ing a two digit abbreviation. The following values can be
used in the standard configuration:
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Parameters

EN English

DE German

FR French

IT Italian

ES Spanish

JA Japanese

Command line output

Display progress

--noprogress

Switch off progress information.

Display hits

--nohits

Switch off output of hits (errors, warnings, information).

Display summary

--nosummary

Switch off summary information.
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Display timestamp

--timestamp

Show a timestamp for each line of command line output.

Structure of command line output

Checks

Hit Type of hit Name of check [Name of font] [Name of glyph]

1. Hit

• always visible
• keyword

2. Type of hit

• always visible
• possible values: "PDFA", "Error", "Info", "Warning" (only

for additional profile)

3. Name of check

• always visible
• never empty

4. Name of font

• only visible for hits that belong to a font check
• can be empty

5. Name of glyph

• only visible for hits that belong to a font check
• can be empty
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Corrections

Fix Name of fixup [Name of font]

1. Fix

• always visible
• keyword

2. Name of fixup

• always visible
• never empty

3. Name of font

• only visible for fixups that belong to a font correction
• can be empty

Failed corrections

FixFailure Name of fixup [Name of font]

1. FixFailure

• always visible
• keyword

2. Name of fixup

• always visible
• never empty

3. Name of font

• only visible for fixups that belong to a font correction
• can be empty
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Progress

Progress Value %
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Additional command line options
and response files

Quick processing

-q --quick

Processing is stopped after the first detection of an error in
the corrected PDF (only applied if no report is generated).

Define the overwrite mode

--overwrite

New files override existing files with the same name (applies
to report files and to created PDF files).

Create output files only for successful conversion

--onlypdfa

Create an output file only if the file could be converted to
PDF/A.

Set the result path

• Note: If neither an output path nor an output folder is de-
fined, any result will be created next to the input file (de-
fault: input file name with suffix _PDFA or _NOPDFA, will
be indexed if necessary).

• Note: The use of --outputfile together with --outputfolder
is not sup-ported within one CLI call.

Path to output file

-o --outputfile=<path>
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Defines the absolute path of the destination file. The parent
folder must exist.

• Note: Consult section "Results"to see if a new file was cre-
ated.

Parameters

path absolute
path to
output file

Path to output folder

-f --outputfolder=<path>

Defines an absolute path to a folder where the files resulting
of an execu-tion are stored.

Parameters

path absolute
path to
output
folder Out--
put file

Use an additional profile

--profile

Run additional checks and fixups by defining a full path to a
kfp or kfpx file (exported from pdfToolbox / pdfaPilot Desk-
top or Preflight in Adobe Acrobat). The input file is converted
if no warnings or errors occur.
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Using response files

To keep the command line call structured and straightfor-
ward, pdfaPilot CLI supports the usage of response files.
These offer the possibility to define each command line
switch line by line and also add some comments.

Example

Response file analyze.rsp:

################### # PDF/A analysis # --analyze # ################### # EOF

Command line call:

pdfaPilot @analyze.rsp <PDF file>
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Return codes - Error codes - Reason
codes

Return codes and their usage

All return codes below 100 indicate a successful operation.

When executing kfpx profiles

0 No hit, no fix-
ups executed

1 At least one hit
with severity
'info', no fixups
executed

2 At least one hit
with severity
'warn-ing', no
fixups execut-
ed

3 At least one hit
with severity
'error', no fix-
ups executed

5 No hit, fixups
have been exe-
cuted

6 At least one hit
with severity
'info', fixups
have been exe-
cuted
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7 At least one hit
with severity
'warn-ing', fix-
ups have been
executed

8 At least one hit
with severity
'error', fixups
have been exe-
cuted; fixup
failed

When executing in pdfa mode

0 PDF is valid
PDF/A-file ad-
ditional checks
wihtout prob-
lems

1 PDF is valid
PDF/A-file but
addi-tional
checks with
problems –
sever-ity info

2 PDF is valid
PDF/A-file but
addition-al
checks with
problems –
severity warn-
ing

3 PDF is valid
PDF/A-file but
addition-al
checks with
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problems –
severity error

4 PDF is not a
valid PDF/A-file

When executing an e-mail conversion

0 Successful
conversion to
PDF/A

2 PDF is valid
PDF/A file, but
some attach-
ments of the
converted e-
mail are miss-
ing

4 E-mail was
converted to
PDF, but is not
a valid PDF/A-
file

When executing the compare action

0 Compared
PDFs are equal

1 Compared
PDFs have dif-
ferences
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Other commands or actions

0 Successful op-
eration

Errors

100 Not serial-
ized (no
valid serial-
ization
found or
keycode ex-
pired)

101 Command
line parame-
ter error

102 Command
line syntax
error (illegal
command)

103 Unknown
error (inter-
nal error)

104 A file could
not be
opened

105 An encrypt-
ed PDF file
could not be
opened for
writing
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106 A file could
not be saved

• Note: On a Windows computer the return code may be ac-
cessed by using the system variable errorlevel, on a Lin-
ux/Sun Solaris/MacOS computer $? can be used.

Errors for distributed processing

110 Action is not
distributable

111 No Dispatch-
er was found

112 No Satellite
was found
or is ready
for execu-
tion

130 Execution is
cancelled af-
ter timeout

Reason codes

1000 Unknown
reason

1001 A parame-
ter is
wrong

1002 A request-
ed file
could not
be found
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1003 A request-
ed folder
could not
be found

1004 A request-
ed folder is
a file

1005 A request-
ed file is a
folder

1006 30 days tri-
al period
expired

1007 Time limit-
ed keycode
expired

1008 Invalid ac-
tivation

1009 PDF does
not contain
ICC profiles

1010 A file could
not be
opened

1011 An encrypt-
ed PDF file
could not
be opened
for writing

1012 A file could
not be
saved
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Run as a server
callas pdfaPilot Server/CLI can also be used for processing
hotfolders on platforms, where no user interface for the con-
figuration of the require set-tings is available (like Linux, Sun-
Sparc, SunIntel). Remote access is not available for AIX. This
possiblity to start a Server without a user interface is avail-
able on MacOS and Windows also of course. First, the pdfaPi-
lot CLI has to be started in server mode:

--server [--quiet] [--accesskey=accesskey] [--port=port] [--
cachefolder=cachefolder]

Options

--quiet optional, suppresses outpput --accesskey optional,
sets a accesskey for restricting the pos- sibilty to change con-
figuration using the server user interface --port optional, de-
fines the port for communication between CLI and server
user interface via the network (Default: 1302) --cachefolder
optional, defines the path to cachefolder

Example:

--server --port=1302 --accesskey=123456

For setting up a job for hotfolder processing, connect to the
remote server using any pdfaPilot Desktop installation in the
same network:
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After entering the accesskey, new jobs can be configured,
started or stopped. Profiles and Settings will be transfered to
the remote server, where the are stored at /usr/share/callas
software (path must be writable).

If this location can not be used caused by limitations on the
respective environment, the additional option --cachefolder
can be used for defining a custom path when starting the
server:

Example:

--server --port=1302 --cachefolder=PATH

All paths defined for hotfolder processing need to be entered
manually and have to be valid path specifications. (Hotfolder
paths of any remote server jobs (IN, OUT, etc.) have to be con-
figured so that they are valid from the service's perspective
(the system where the service is running) - and not from the
perspective of the controlling standalone application.) The
server can also be stopped by remote, but not started.
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Distributed processing

Distributed Processing mode

callas pdfaPilot Server/CLI can be used in distributed pro-
cessing mode in which all jobs are distributed over the net-
work to as many "satellites" as being present and results are
send back to the originator. Therefore pdfaPilot Server/CLI
may be started in different modes:

• "Dispatcher" must to be present exactly one time in the
network. This node controls which jobs are to be
processed by which machines: the "satellites".

• "Satellite" receives jobs from the clients or directly from
the dispatcher (if the dispatcher is run with hotfolders),
processes them and sends them back to the clients.

• "Client" asks the dispatcher for satellites and after receiv-
ing the next satellite it sends jobs to the satellites and re-
ceives the results.

• "Monitor" monitors the dispatcher and displays the cur-
rent situation.

All of these modules can run on the same or on different ma-
chines. There needs to be eexxactly one dispactly one dispatatchercher and at leat leastast
one satone satellitellitee. In order to submit jobs at least one client is re-
quired. Distributed processing is supported for Windows, Mac
OS X, Linux, Sun Solaris and Sun Intel. It is not available on
AIX.
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Starting a Dispatcher

--dispatcher [--port=<port number>] [--noserver]

Example:

--dispatcher [--port=1300] --noserver

Port is the port number on which the Dispatcher can be
called over the network. This port is set to 1300 as default.

• Note: By the setting the --noserver option, the Dis-
patcher will not observe existing hotfolders, but only dis-
tribute jobs to Satellites sent in by Clients. This option is
only available using the CLI.

Starting a Dispatcher using the ServerUI

There is also the possibility to start a server as a dispatcher
on Windows and MacOS using the user interface. Also
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hotfolder-processing can be set up here. In this mode, the
Dispatcher will also distribute jobs which are send by other
Clients.

Starting a Satellite

--satellite --endpoint=<dispatcher ip number>[:<dispatcher port>] [--port=<port
number>] [--connections=<number of concurrent connections]

Example:

--satellite --endpoint=10.0.0.100:1300 --port=1301

In order to process jobs at least one Satellite is required.
Endpoint is the IP number and the port of the Dispatcher. De-
fault is 1300, but it can be changed at the start of the Dis-
patcher (see above).
Port is the port that the Satellite is using in order to commu-
nicate with the Clients. The port of the Satellite is 1301 as de-
fault and can be defined optionally to another one port at the
startup.
It is highly recommended to use separate port numbers for
the communication between Satellite and Dispatcher than
for Satellite and Client.

Starting a Satellite using the ServerUI

There is also the possibility to start a Server as a Satellite on
Windows and MacOS using the user interface. In this mode,
the Satellite will not process any hotfolder jobs on the com-
puter.

• Note: A Satellite will always use the number of CPUs on
the respective machine as the number of concurrent con-
nections/processes. To limit this number, the Satellite has
to be started by CLI with the --connections para-
meter. The number of connections should not exceed the
number of CPUs, as this might reduce the performance
per process and could result in some system stability
problems.
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Distribute a process using a Client

The client is called using any regular pdfaPilot command line
command. In order to distribute the call over the network the
command line param-eters --dist and --endpoint are added.
The client will then first ask the Dis-patcher to receive a
Satellite connection and then send the command to the
Satellite and wait until the result is sent back from the Satel-
lite.

pdfaPilot --dist --endpoint=<dispatcher ip number>[:<dispatcher port>] <any
regular pdfaPilot call>

Examples:

pdfaPilot --dist --endpoint=10.0.0.100:1300 <myPDF.pdf>

pdfaPilot --dist --endpoint=10.0.0.100:1300 --level=2b --analyze <myPDF.pdf>

Set type of satellite

As some kinds of jobs shall only be processed on a defined
type of Satel-lite, it is possible to start a Satellite with one or
more types set. Every CLI call can also be amended with one
or more typification of allowed types of Satellites the job
shall be processed by.

Set typification for Satellite:

pdfaPilot --satellite --endpoint=<dispatcher IP number> --satellite_type=<type> [--
satellite_type=<type>]

for example:

pdfaPilot --satellite --endpoint=10.0.0.100 --satellite_type=A
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pdfaPilot --satellite --endpoint=10.0.0.100 --satellite_type=A --satellite_type=B

Set typification for Client:

pdfaPilot --dist --endpoint=<dispatcher IP number> --
satellite_type=<type> [--satellite_type=<type>] <any regular
pdfaPilot call>

for example:

pdfaPilot --dist --endpoint=10.0.0.100 --satellite_type=A <any regular pdfaPilot
call>

Implementation details:

• If a Satellite has been started with a typification, only
Client calls with the same type set will be send to this
satellite.

• If a Client call contains a number of typifications, all typi-
fications must match with those set for a satellite.

• If a Client call has no typfication set, it can be processe on
all satellites, even they have been started with a typfica-
tion.

• The <type>-string has to be alpha-numeric and is case
sensitive.

Avoid local processing

As a fallback, processing can be performed locally if either
the action can not be distributed, a Satellite can not be as-
signed within a timeframe or if no Dispatcher is available.
This type of local processing might be not desired for several
reasons. To avoid such local processing, the Client call can be
amended as well as the start of a Dispatcher (if run as a serv-
er with hotfolders) with the option --nolocal.
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Example for Client:

pdfaPilot --dist --endpoint=<dispatcher IP number> --nolocal <any regular
pdfaPilot call>

Example for Dispatcher:

pdfaPilot --dispatcher --nolocal

Fallback for Dispatcher

In some workflow systems, a fallback for a Dispatcher might
be required to ensure production stability. To cover this, a
number of Dispatcher can be set up, which will run indi--
vidually. One or multiple Dispatcher can be assigned to a
Satellite.

Define multiple Dispatcher to a Satellite

Connects a satellite to two (or more) Dispatcher.

pdfaPilot --satellite --endpoint=<dispatcher 1 IP> [--endpoint=<dispatcher 2 IP> [-
-endpoint=<dispatcher IP>]

Set multiple Dispatcher in a Client call

Distributes a Client call via two (or more) Dispatcher. First
reachable Dis-patcher with free satellite will process the job.

pdfaPilot --dist --endpoint=<dispatcher 1 IP> --endpoint=<dispatcher 2 IP> [--
endpoint=<dispatcher IP>] <any regular pdfaPilot call>
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Define a timeout for processing

In some workflow systems, long running processes might not
be allowed and shall be cancelled if a give timeframe is
reached. Due to the flexibility of distributed processing, a va-
riety of timeouts for the individual parts can be set:

• for the Client call
• for the Satellite
• for the Dispatcher

Timeout for processing on a Satellite

When defining a timeout for the Client call, the execution will
be cancelled after the given period. When defining a timeout
when starting a Satellite, all jobs processed by this Satellite
will be cancelled after the given period. If both are defined,
the shorter timeframe will be used.

Example for Client:

pdfaPilot --dist --endpoint=<dispatcher IP> --timeout_satellite=<seconds> <any
regular pdfaPilot call>

Example for Satellite:

pdfaPilot --satellite --endpoint=<dispatcher IP> --timeout=<seconds>

Timeout for local processing of Dispatcher or Client

A processing timeout (if no satellite is available or if the type
of job can not be distributed) for the fallback to local process-
ing on the Client or the Dis-pacher (when used as a server for
hotfolders) can also be defined. If both are defined, the short-
er timeframe will be used.

Example for Client:

pdfaPilot --dist --endpoint=<dispatcher IP> --timeout=<seconds> <any regular
pdfaPilot call>
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Example for Dispatcher:

pdfaPilot --dispatcher --timeout=<seconds>

Timeout for Dispatcher to search for Satellites

Additionally, also a timeout for the Dispatcher can be set,
which will define the timeframe in which is searched for
Satellites. This can also be set individually for every Client
call or when starting the Dispatcher (will have effect on all
distributed files then). If both are defined, the shorter time-
frame will be used.

Example for Client:

pdfaPilot --dist --endpoint=<dispatcher IP> --timeout_dispatcher=<seconds> <any
regular pdfaPilot call>

Example for Dispatcher:

pdfaPilot --dispatcher --timeout_dispatcher=<seconds>

• Note: If a timeout for satellites or dispatcher is set and the
--nolocal option has been defined, it will not be

tried to process the job locally. Processing will end up in
an error.

• Note: Setting --timeout... or --nolocal para-
meters in the "Additional CLI parameter" area of the Serv-
er UI is not supported at the moment.

Using the CLI-Monitor

pdfaPilot --monitor --endpoint=<dispatcher ip number>:<dispatcher port> [--
endpoint=<dispatcher IP>:<dispatcher port>]

Example:

--monitor --endpoint=10.0.0.100:1300
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Monitor is optional and mirrors the command line output of
the dispatch-er to another computer. Endpoint is the IP num-
ber and the port of the dispatcher. When using more than
one Dispatcher, also multiple Dispatcher IPs can be entered
and observed.

Communication

1) Clients sends a request for Satellite to Dispatcher

2) Dispatcher assigns a Satellite and send the address to the
Client

3) Client send the job to the Satellite

4) Satellite send the result back to the Client

Licensing requirements for Distributed
Processing setups

• Server: Regular pdfaPilot
• Server/CLI license required
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• Dispatcher: Dispatcher pdfaPilot
• Server/CLI license required

• Satellite: Regular pdfaPilot
• Server/CLI license required

• Monitor:
• No license required

• Client:
• No license required

Distributed Processing in Enfocus Switch

Distributed Processing can also be used within Enfocus
Switch.
Just configure the respective settings within the configurator
for steps which shall be distributed. If all jobs shall be
processed on other machines (Satellites), no local Server li-
cense is needed.
Some installations made better experiences, when the set-
ting "Concurrent transfers to the same site" in Switch was set
to "Automatic". Also the "Default number of slots for concur-
rent elements" should not be "0" (zero).
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Run as a service

Start server, dispatcher or satellite as a service

The ccallas pdfallas pdfaPilot SeraPilot Servicviceses application is only avonly available failable foror
WindoWindowsws at the moment.

Installation

1. Ensure there is an installation of callas pdfaPilot Server/CLI
on the system and the application has been activated suc-
cessfully.

2. A special executable, which is needed to run pdfaPilot as a
service, is located in /cli/var/Service. Copy the executable in-
to the subfolder "/cli" of the application folder of the server
installation.

3. To install, the following command has to be executed on
the command line:

pdfaPilotService.exe –-install

• Note: Please confirm the security question of Windows if
shown.

4. Open the "Services dialog" of Windows. This dialog can
easily opened by typ-ing the following string into the search
field of the Windows start menu or use the following com-
mand on the command line:

Services.msc

5. There should show up 3 new services:

• callas pdfaPilot Server
• callas pdfaPilot Satellite
• callas pdfaPilot Dispatcher
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6. Select pdfaPilot Server and use the right-click menu item
Action [or Properties depending on the Windows-version] in
order to use this service and set in General the Startup Type
to Automatic or Manual. When Automatic is choosen, every
started job will continue processing, even when no user is
logged on the system. It will even start processing, when the
operating system is started. When using Automatic, also user
details have to be entered into the Log On tab. It must be en-
sured, that all folders used in the jobsettings can be accessed
by the defined user (especially when network paths shall be
used by the job).
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Configuration of a job

Now a job can be configured using the ServerUI, which can
be accessed using the Standalone version (Menu: Tools -
Server). When a job is started, pdfaPilot Standalone can be
closed. The services aplli-cation ensures, that the processing
will continue even when the user is log-ging off.

Access by remote

It is possible to connect to a Server running as a service by re-
mote via the local network. Start pdfaPilot standalone, select
menu: Tools - Server and choose Con-nect with remote serv-
er. Enter the IP of the remote server where the service is run-
ning. After connecting all jobs on the remote server are
shown and can be started, stopped or even modified. (Hot-
folder paths of any server jobs (IN, OUT, etc.) have to be con-
figured so that they are valid from the service's perspective
(the system where the service is running) - and not from the
perspective of the controlling standalone application.)

Troubleshooting

If network paths are used for processing jobs, the user should
have sufficient rights to access them.

There may be special requirements for converting Office files
to PDF when using pdfaPilot as a service. Check
http://www.callassoftware.com/goto/tbx_ENG_topdf for the
latest details.

Additional settings for Office conversion with restricted user
permissions

If Office conversion is needed out of services using Windows
it is recommended to grant the respective service user ad-
ministrator privileges. If this level of rights can not set due to
internal regulations, some additional settings within the op-
erating system are recommended.

The following folders should allow the user the respective ac-
cess right:
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FFor 64-bit machinesor 64-bit machines

C:\Windows\Temp Modify

C:\Windows\syswow64\config Read

C:\Windows\syswow64\config\systemprofile Read

C:\Windows\syswow64\config\systemprofile\AppData Modify

C:\Windows\syswow64\config\systemprofile\Desktop Modify (Create it, if it does
not exist)

C:\Windows\syswow64\config\systemprofile\AppData\Local\Mi-
crosoft\Windows\INetCache

Modify (Create it, if it does
not exist)

FFor 32-bit machinesor 32-bit machines

C:\Windows\Temp Modify

C:\Windows\system32\config Read

C:\Windows\system32\config\systemprofile Read

C:\Windows\system32\config\systemprofile\AppData Modify

C:\Windows\system32\config\systemprofile\Desktop Modify (Create it, if it
not exist)

C:\Windows\system32\config\systemprofile\AppData\Local\Microsoft\
Windows\INetCache

Modify (Create it, if it
not exist)

Additional seAdditional settings:ttings:

• Set the 32-bit folder preferences (for details see above) in
addition to the 64-bit preferences on 64-bit systems run-
ning 64-bit versions of Microsoft Office

• Set the default printer to XPS Document Writer

DCDCOM seOM settings:ttings:

• Launch DCOMCNFG by using:

C:\WINDOWS\SysWOW64> mmc comexp.msc /32

• Go to Computers MyComputer DCOM Config.
• Right-click the application that you want to automate.

The application names are listed in the table below:
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ApplicApplicationation DCDCOM NameOM Name

Microsoft Access 2007/2010/2013/2016 Microsoft Access Application

Microsoft Excel 2007/2010/2013/2016 Microsoft Excel Application

Microsoft Office Word 2007 Microsoft Office Word 97 - 2003 Document

Microsoft Word 2010/2013/2016 Microsoft Word 97 - 2003 Document

• On some systems Microsoft Word is not displayed and
you will have to use
{00020906-0000-0000-C000-000000000046}

instead.
• Click Properties to open the property dialog box for this

application.
• Verify Identity and Security tabs
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HTML based custom reports
To adjust PDF-reports easily, HTML-based custom reports can
be used. The visual appearance is controlled by a HTML-
Template and Custom Style Sheets (CSS), while the reported
details are directly requested from pdfaP-ilot or (optionally)
parsed from an internally created XML-report.

Structure of related files

A predefined HTML-template is contained in all installer
packages for Desktop and Server/CLI.

This predefined template can be found in:

• Server/CLI: ../cli/var/Reports/Templates
• Desktop/PlugIn: User Preferences/callas software/pdfaPi-

lot version/Reports/Templates (using Desktop/PlugIn, a
HTML-based report must have been generated at least
once, in order to have these these files created)
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The predefined template contains several folders and files

• index.html the template in HTML format
• manifest.xml a XML file which defines information need-

ed as content for the report, to be delievered by the
pdfaPilot engine

• /css contains a style sheet
• /fonts contains used fonts
• /img contains used images
• /scripts contains used JavaScripts

Note: It is highly recommended to create a copy of the origi-
nal template in a separate folder when starting to adjust a
HTML-template based report.

The manifest.xml

The manifest.xml defines the set of information to be provid-
ed by the pdfaPilot engine. This information will be used to
to fill up the details in the report based on the HTML-
Template. Basic document information as well as all results
of the processed profiles are provided by default. Other parts
like a preview image, comparision images or an XML report
can be also requested here. Even a XML report can be or-
dered to enable picking up additional information about the
PDF or executed fixups or checks using JavaScript. The dis-
play name in the user interface is defined here as well. For
developing purposes, the internally generated, filled HTML
represen-tation of the report can be maintained to review
changes in the template files also in a browser.

Note: The HTML converter is using WebKit, so it is recom-
mended to use Safari (or Chrome, which is based on a spin-
off of WebKit) as a browser.

Request basic informations about PDF

x:dict x:overview/ /x:dict

Purpose
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If contained, document information and results of the per-
formed profile will be available for using them in the HTML
template.

Preview images of pages

x:results x:preview resolution=150 page=1/ /x:results

Purpose

Rendering of images of one or more pages for visual represe-
nation of the PDF in the report.

Visual comparision of original and processed file

x:compare x:document_a resolution=20/ x:document_b resolution=20/ x:diffresult
resolution=20/ /x:compare

Purpose:

Include compare tree if comparison resources are used inside
index.html.

Parameters

resolution resolution used in ppi for rendering the com-
parision

Keep the temporarily generated files

x:settings x:keeptemptrue/x:keeptemp /x:settings
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Purpose

Temporarily generated files like the filled index.html, CSS-
files, images, XML-reports and used JavaScripts will not be-
come deleted after finnishing the PDF report.

Parameters

false files become deleted (default)

true files will not become deleted

Creating a XML report for additional content

x:results x:xmlreport path=xml/report.xml inkcovres=72 inkcovbox=TrimBox/
/x:results

Purpose

Requests a XML report of the performed profile to extract ad-
ditional infor-mation using JavaScript which can be used in
the report. Determining the ink coverage will only take place
if one of the respective parameters exists.

Parameters

inkcovres resolution in ppi, used for determining the effective
ink coverage of each page in the PDF (optional, default: 300)

inkcovbox page geometry box of which the effective ink cov-
erage will be determined (optional, default: CropBox)

The HTML template

The HTML template can easily be modified using an appro-
priate code-editor or enhanced text-editor.

The index.html of the default overview template references a
stylesheet, two JavaScripts as well as a number of images.
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The provided HTML-template already contains some dummy
data, which is automatically replaced by actual content when
a new report is gener-ated. So, when doing adjustments to
the template with custom profiles and PDF files, it is recom-
mended to keep the temporarily generated files for debug-
ging, as a basis for modifications and their review in a brows-
er.

• Note: It is possible to use image formats (like JPEG or
PNG) as well as PDFs for positioning visual content like lo-
gos. If you want to debug your HTML in an HTML Browser
you may want to display an image instead of the PDF ref-
erence. You can do this by putting identically named files
for images and PDF next to each other. The PDF file must
be referenced in the img tag in the HTML-template. The
usage of PDF files allows for higher quality of logos in the
resulting PDF report.

How the HTML-template works

The provided HTML-template contains already all document
and process-ing information which can be supplied directly
from the application.

You will find cals_params.js and cals_overview.js which are
used by the engine to create and render the HTML. Please do
not modify these files. For adding more functionality it is rec-
ommended to do this in new, own JavaScript files, which
have to be linked in the index.html of course.

Examples for template modification

callas software is providing a number of sample templates,
which can be downloaded as tewo ZIP archives from the links
below.

These two ZIP archives contain samples in the form of com-
plete template folders including comments in the HTML-,
CSS- or JavaScript-files and the result as a PDF.

callas_Tutorial_HTML-reports_-_Adjusting_layout_and_appearance.zip
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callas_Tutorial_HTML-reports_-_Adding_content_from_XML_report_files.zip
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Running pdfaPilot via Webservices
(SOAP)
It is possible to submit jobs to a pdfaPilot instance and re-
trieve the results via SOAP requests.

In order to do so you first have to start the pdfaPilot in a "lis-
tening mode":

./pdfaPilot --satellite --port=<any free port number, e.g. 1201>

Or on Windows:

.\pdfPilot.exe --satellite --port=<any free port number, e.g. 1201>

It is currently not possible to submit PDF files or kfpx Profiles
via such SOAP requests, so both have to be available to
pdfaPilot on mounted volumes.

The SOAP requests wrap any command line parameters in
<ns:args> tags. The simple requests below asks pdfaPilot to
send usage information back by submitting the --help para-
meter:

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<SOAP-ENV:Envelope
xmlns:SOAP-ENV="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/envelope/"
xmlns:SOAP-ENC="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/encoding/"
xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance"
xmlns:xsd="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema"
xmlns:ns="http://callassoftware.com/cws.xsd">
<SOAP-ENV:Body>
<ns:extExecute>
<ns:args>
<ns:userID></ns:userID>
<ns:args>--help</ns:args>

</ns:args>
</ns:extExecute>

</SOAP-ENV:Body>
</SOAP-ENV:Envelope>

You may include as many parameters as required, there is no
limitation.
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Any results will be sent back in XML back to the program that
you have used to send the request.

You may use the curl tool on command line to send requests
and retrieve results:

curl -H "Content-Type: text/xml; charset=utf8" -d@.\ns.extExecute_help.req.xml
http://<pdfaPilot' IP>:<Port>

A Web Service Defintion Language file can be found in the
pdfaPilot program folder:

The example below is a simple SOAP request that asks
pdfaPilot to create single pages from the original PDF file.
Path and name of the PDF need of course to be adapted.

ns.extExecute_makesinglepages.req.xml
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Activation and Deactivation of
pdfaPilot SDK
After downloading and unarchiving the pdfaPilot SDK folder
you will find a command line tool "activation_sdk" in the li-
brary folder.

You should also have received a License PDF together with
the download path for the library. (If you do not have a Li-
cense PDF, please send an email to
sales@callassoftware.com.) The License PDF contains your
License key as well as some other information.
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In order to activate the SDK use the command line activation
tool with the --k--keeyyccodeode parameter, your name, your compa-
ny's name, and the LicLicense PDFense PDF file:

./activation_sdk --keycode <name> <company> <path to License PDF file>

Example:

./activation_sdk --keycode "Mary Smith" "The Printer Inc." /path/to/file/
License_200012345.pdf

The tool will then output a license request with further in-
structions how the request has to be sent via email to the ac-
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tivation server. After you have followed these instructions,
the activation server will send an ActivActivation PDFation PDF back to you.
This you should then install using the --activ--activationation parameter
and the ActivActivation PDFation PDF:

./activation_sdk --activate <Path to Activation PDF>

Example:

./activation_sdk --activate /path/to/file/Activation.pdf

In additionIn addition you have to insert the LicLicense kense keeyy (as printed on
the LicLicense PDFense PDF) into each initialization call to the library as
described in the SDK documentation.

Similarly, in order to deactivate the license, use the ----
dedeactivactivatatee parameter and the ActivActivation cation codeode:

activation_sdk --deactivate <activation code>
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callas pdfEngine SDK: First steps
callas pdfEngine SDK is the name of callas' software develop-
ment kit package name. The product related features
(pdfToolbox or pdfaPilot) are activated using a license. This
package includes full documentation and sample codes and
contains executables and source code for all supported envi-
ronments (C/C++, C# and Java).

To know more about the file components inside the package,
go to File components and their use in pdfaPilot SDK article.

Executing a sample using callas pdfEngine SDK

Please note: This article refers to pdfToolbox but pdfaPilot
functions in the same way.

Once you have activated your SDK using a license, you can
run a sample, in this example 'pdfToolboxSample'. You can
see below all the pre defined modes, along with the argu-
ments that can be executed.

For example, pdfToolboxSample <keycode> --listlanguages
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Executing a profile

In the example below, a profile 'Convert to PDFX-4 (PSO Coat-
ed v3 (ECI))' has been executed on the source file 'hello.pdf'.
The command looks like this:

/Users/a.choudhary/Downloads/callas\ pdfEngine\ SDK\ 2/pdfToolboxSample
JDEAXKQ3JAXN9HH695YC93QKHMWBMLPFTE65TJ6B3CYS /path to/Convert\ to\ PDFX-4\ \(PSO\
Coated\ v3\ \(ECI\)\).kfpx /path to/hello.pdf out.pdf

The command has the apt arguments, which are:

1. path to the pdfToolboxSample (executable)

2. the keycode

3. path to the profile that needs to be executed (.kfpx)

4. path to the input file

5. name of the output file

On executing:

Success!
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Help? Displaying program informa-
tion for pdfaPilot SDK
If you use the command line tool on command line with --
help, you see the overview of options about all available
commands for processing:

./activation_sdk --help

To get an overview about all the available options for a spe-
cific command, run:

./activation_sdk --help <command>

Commands like:

--version show version information

--activate Activate license

--deactivate Deactivate license
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File components and their use in
pdfaPilot SDK
Package too big? You can remove some components from the
SDK and reduce the size of the software. Here is what you can
delete without hampering the outcome of the software.

What to keep

For a smoother usage of the SDK, we recommend that you
keep the following components

AllAll

PlatfPlatformorm DependenciesDependencies ConfigurConfigurationation LanguagLanguagee

Windows pdfEngine.dll all *.dll and *.ppi etc lang

OS X pdfEngine.dylib lib etc lang

Unix ibpdfEngine.so lib etc lang
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JavJava Wra Wrapperapper

Windows pdfEngineJava.jar and pdfEngineJava.dll

OS X pdfEngineJava.jar and libpdfEngineJava.jnilib

Unix pdfEngineJava.jar and libpdfEngineJava.so

.NET Wr.NET Wrapperapper

Windows pdfEngineDotNet.dll

What can be removed

The following components could be safely removed to re-
duce the delivery size.

ComponentComponent FFunctionalityunctionality

doc Documentation

include C/C++ API Header

sample-C C API Sample

sample-C++ C++ API Sample

sample-DotNet .NET Sample

sample-java Java Sample

thread_safe Thread-Safe extension

var Predefined configuration files (e.g. Profiles,
Templates)

Functionality based

To further reduce the package size, the following subfolders
can be removed from the 'etc' folder- depending on your re-
quirements.
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SubSub-f-folderolder FFunctionalityunctionality

etc/Actions If no Arrange action is used

etc/APDFL If no font embedding or no PDF/A conversion is
used (or font situation is clear)

etc/Backgrounds If no layer/image mask report is used

etc/Certify If no Preflight certificate should be embedded

etc/ColorConversion If no color conversion is used

etc/FontSubstitution If no font substitution is used (for PDF/A)

etc/HtmlConverter If no PDF report based on HTML template is
used

etc/Inventory If no inventory report is used

etc/MailConverter If no emails are processed

etc/PDFOfficeTool If no Office-files are processed

etc/PDFPSTool If no PostScript-files are processed

etc/pmime If no unknown files or wrong extensions are
processed

etc/Reports If no PDF/A-HTML Report or ZUGFeRD is used

etc/TPex If no tagged PDF to HTML/EPUB export is used

etc/UnpackTool If no archives (.zip) are processed

etc/Visualizer If no Comparison is used
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